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ABSTRACT

Jacob W. Brasher: Out of the Agrarian Closet: Rereading The Velvet Horn by its Queer Currents
This thesis begins with an analysis of Agrarianism and its effects upon the popularity of a
Southern writer, Andrew Nelson Lytle, and his crowning work. The Velvet Horn. Agrarianism
was introduced to society in 1930 through the volume. I'll Take Mv Stand, to which Lytle
contributed an essay, “The Hind Tit,” and was immediately and summarily rejected as a viable
economical philosophy for the South. The thesis concludes that Agrarianism's unpopularity
combined with Lytle's devotion to it throughout his life ultimately damaged his popularity and
that of his works, no matter how well-written. This thesis then rereads Lytle's The Velvet Horn
according to queer theories drawn from the works of Michael Moon,Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick,
and Luce Irigray. The ultimate end of this thesis is show that Lytle can be read outside ofthe
typical Agrarian framework in hopes that it may contribute to a revitalization of Lytle study and
grant the Lytle the praise he so rightfully deserves for his The Velvet Horn.

Introduction

My first encounter with Andrew Lytle was at the University of Mississippi in a Seminar of
American Literature class taken during the summer following my Freshman year. During it,
we read not only Emerson, Thoreau, and Hawthorne, but also Alice Sebold’s Bastard Out of
Carolina. Cormac McCarthy's The Crossing, and, finally, Lytle's The Velvet Horn. The
Velvet Horn (1957) was my first encounter with his work, and even the first time I had heard
of the Agrarians. I did not even encounter I'll Take Mv Stand (1930) during this time, as
most of the criticism I read had to do with the “Edenic myth” at the center ofthe The Velvet
Horn, its themes of incest, and how they pertained to the critique of Agrarianism.
To my recollection, I never truly defined for myself at this time what Agrarianism was.
That would wait for three years until I began evaluating L)^le and his The Velvet Horn as
topics for my Senior thesis, part of my requirements for the Sally McDonnell Barkesdale
Honors College program. This knowledge came as part of an inquiry into Lytle's
popularity—or better, lack ofit—^which surprised me given the merit of Lytle's work.
The Velvet Horn is a good read for both the scholar and the la3mian if due only to its style
of writing and mode of storytelling. Written in beautiful modernist technique, the story is
simple enough—a boy's father commits suicide and the boy takes over his father's saw mill,
ultimately learning he is a bastard—^yet its manner of telling is winding and intricate. The
novel's character selection is broad; its manipulation oftime in storytelling is intriguing; its
plot is tortuous; its social interactions delicate. The reader can expect to shift from past to
present with a simple line break, and after two sentences in the past, often from a point-ofview not immediately clear (whether or not its the current speaker), to suddenly return to the
present. The reader may also expect to experience two or three shifts to the past as well
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before returning to the present, but these are often more than a few lines long, lasting
paragraphs, often pages or significant portions of chapters. Oftentimes this shift in focus is
confusing, but the confusion adds to the text. The confusion created in the reader allows the
reader to empathize with the confusion of the main character Lucius—and indeed the whole
social order—as his father, a man ofsome reputation and prominence, dies mysteriously
beneath a falling white-oak.
Lytle's prose is simply beautiful in places, at times poetic. The best examples of this
poetic prose come at the opening and closing of the novel, where Lytle incorporates verse
into his writing. Sol Leatherbury, the woods-boss, is the voice of these sections. The first
few lines of the opening section are clearly poetic verse: “The tree./The tree fell/Fell and
killed Captain Joe Cree”(3). The next few paragraphs have a more standard, prose-like
format, though the language maintains its poetic qualities: “It waer a white oak. The widow
had as good a stand oftimber as growed, but hit topped aer tree she had. Hit was the line
tree. It had stood from the time of man.” The ending lines of this first section are similar to
those at its beginning: “The tree killed Captain Cree./The Tree”(4). These selections show
L)4le's prowess as a poetic prose writer and his skillful manipulation of dialect and language.
Such command oflanguage, vernacular and poetic, is the hallmark of a magnificent author
and a shame if never fully recognized by the scholarly community.
In addition to a complex use of time in the story telling, the social order of The Velvet
Horn immerses the reader into a world old and complex as the mountain forest in which it
resides. Mark Lucas writes, “The Velvet Horn ineluctably advances the reader into a world
as intricately branched as the deer antlers to which the title alludes”(105). At play in this
“intricately branched” world are the twisting story lines of The Velvet Horn played out
between families and social classes, such as the illicit love relationship between Lucius, an
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upper-class Cree (or Cropleigh or Legrand), with the lower-class Ada from the less morally
upstanding Rutters. Julia Cropleigh's overnight tryst with Pete Legrand in Parcher's Cove is
another example. This is only the surface of the broad world into which Lytle immerses his
reader.
The Velvet Horn, like many great works of literature, was bom not merely out of a witty
idea in Lytle’s mind, but shaped by the early experiences of his childhood, dear and intimate
to his heart. Mark Lucas discusses these “ghostly” presences of the Old South that Lytle
experienced in childhood, saying that they live “ever more intensely in his [Lytle's]
imagination”(106). Lytle's writing about these presences in The Velvet Horn. Lucas goes on
to mention, came when Lytle was teaching creative writing at the University of Florida. In his
well-known work on creative writing. The Hero with the Private Parts. Lytle himself tells
how these “actors” of his novel possessed him towards the end of his writing, taking on a life
of their own:“as I drew toward the end, the last thirty pages or so, the artifice completely
usurped my mind. It possessed me. There is no other word for it, and I've never quite felt it
before”(91). The ghosts that possessed him “more intensely in his imagination” were, in a
sense, resurrected through Lytle writing The Velvet Horn .
However, like most good books, its beauty cannot be described through a simple summary
by one of its readers. The beauty of The Velvet Horn must be experienced to be
comprehended. Perhaps this is the reason The Velvet Horn was never popular: it was just
never read broadly enough to catch on. Still, though, why did academia not herald Lytle's
novel, even iflaymen would not? Was it because ofsome instance in Lytle's past that
diminished the intellectual palatability for his work? Or was it just a lack of overall
popularity? Could this oversight of his work have been due to a bad association—a stigmatic
association with the Agrarians that diminished Lytle's popularity?
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I was to have another encounter years later with an academic over L5d:le's popularity—this
time in a more casual setting. I was in the middle of working on this thesis. Sitting out on
the pool deck of a professor friend of mine, he inquired about about my thesis. Mentioning
Andrew Lytle, another friend spoke up and said, in his lazy Southern drawl,“Oh my,I prize
myself on being literate. Does my not knowing who this Lytle is make me illiterate?” My
professor friend answered,“No, actually. He's a minor writer, a very, very minor writer.” It
was then that I spoke up and said, “Yes, but that's why I'm writing my thesis on Lytle. I want
to see if there's any way I can rejuvenate Lytle discussion outside ofthe Agrarian norm. I
feel part of L)^le's problem is that he has been viewed mostly in an Agrarian context.”
The Agrarian context of Lytle is arguably Lytle's most daunting public relations issue.
The Agrarians, many of whom were originally Nashville Fugitives, took their stand for the
antebellum ideals of the South and its culture against the inroads being made by Northern
culture and industry during Reconstruction. They published their opinions in a volume
entitled, I'll Take Mv Stand, often called the “Agrarian manifesto.” Lytle himself contributed
to the volume, and its divisive thesis, along with the arguments and the agenda ofthe
Agrarians in general, tended to shadow his publication career thenceforward.
I'll Take Mv Stand was not received well. The main reason for this negative reception of
the original printing of I'll Take Mv Stand was the relatively impractical nature of its
proposed economics. The writers of the compilation proposed the South—in a day when
slave labor was long forbidden and the economic benefits ofindustry were becoming veiy
clear to the South—^run an Agrarian economy entirely off the labor of a farmer and mules and
whatever farm hands they could hire. From these suggestions, it is easy to see why I'll Take
My Stand was not considered a serious contender for national Southern policy at the time of
its publication. Anyone with a penny's worth ofcommon sense could see that such a policy
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would, at its best, keep the South from ever reaching its economic potential, and at its worst.
prove apocalyptic for those farmers who did not embrace economic change. This destruction
would come upon them because, while they lingered in their established ways, their
competitors embraced more productive means. Being an ardent Agrarian, Lytle followed the
Agrarian principles stated above in his contribution,“The Hind Tit,” so of course he and his
future work would reap some social stigma resulting from the publication of I'll Take My
Stand in 1930.
I'll Take Mv Stand has an even tougher challenge to face today. The old-fashioned social
outlook on race held by many of its writers is out of place among the egalitarian ideas ofrace
in society today. These attitudes and ideas include those of Robert Penn Warren in “The
Briar Patch,” an essay whose attempt to help the African-American, while sincere, would
come across prejudiced and offensive to today's reader. Hence, there has been a tendency to
gloss over the Agrarian sentiments about race in more recent times since its publication.
Louis D. Rubin, in his introduction to the work, decided to stress I'll Take My Stand's
metaphoric qualities ofindustrialism versus Agrarianism in order “to prevent the
anachronistic application of racial attitudes of the 1960s to the unexamined assumptions of
the 1920s” (xviii).
From this we see that Lytle and the Agrarians have a tough row to hoe in their public
acceptability today, but more ofthe discussion about Lytle and his context in Agrarianism
will follow in Chapter 1. My main concern is a rather vexing problem: the great amount of
neglect, both in popularity and scholarship, that has surrounded Andrew Lytle's The Velvet
Horn. This is not to say that there is not a corpus of scholarship readily available on The
Velvet Horn. There are several books in print, ranging from the date of The Velvet Horn's
first publication in 1957 until this present time, and a glorious amount of8 scholarly articles
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(this does not include reviews ofthe novel, but mainly readings and critical analyses of the
text). However, the amount of scholarship is much smaller than, say, scholarship associated
with William Faulkner.
The small amount of scholarship on Lytle, however, is in danger if only on this point:
there are no new critical approaches being taken to Lytle, and Lytle is not regularly included
in the curricula of college English courses or associated with Western literature, or even of
Southern literature. Not only that, but Lytle is considered “minor” at best, despite the scope
and merit of The Velvet Horn, his successful career as a Creative Writing teacher, and his
numerous publications, which include Bedford Forrest and His Critter Company (1931), The
Long Night(1936). At the Moon's Inn (1941L A Name for Evil(1947L The Velvet Horn
(1957), and The Wake for the Living (1975).
The purpose of this thesis, then, is to question why Lytle is not popular today, and, if
possible, to provide a new reading of The Velvet Horn in order to demonstrate the benefits of
reading Lytle outside the Agrarian theoretical frame. This thesis also intends to question the
current theoretical frame of Agrarianism and the Christian Myth and S3mibols School of
interpretation associated with the Agrarian critiques of The Velvet Horn. I hope to challenge
prevailing views regarding Lytle, his place in Southern literature (or literature in general),
and theoretical approaches to one of his major works (considered by some his best). Lytle
scholarship, I believe, might be rejuvenated and serious discussion of this author again begin
by a rereading of The Velvet Horn in a new critical frame, so that Lytle at last receives the
recognition he deserves for his contribution to the world ofliterature.
To that end, the final portion of this thesis will feature a rereading of Lytle's capstone
work. The Velvet Horn, under the rules of queer theory. While there is no evidence that
Lytle was homosexual in the least, this thesis will endeavor to expose the queer currents that
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navigate their way through what is normally presumed a heterosexist text. Eve Kosofsky
Sedgwick and her Epistemology of the Closet(1990) will allow us to investigate the
definition of a “gay” text and the theoiy and deep-reading techniques of Michael Moon in^
Small Bov and Others(1991). The end result will be a rereading of The Velvet Horn that
busts the traditional heterosexist and Agrarian paradigms and takes the novel into an area of
theory so far not applied. With any luck, this will serve as an infusion to reinvigorate the
lifeblood of L)^le scholarship and bring L)dle once again to prominence in scholarly circles,
finally earning the recognition so long overdue Lytle's novel, The Velvet Horn.
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Chapter 1
The Agrarian Context of Andrew Nelson Lytle:
“What's Agrarianism?”
To understand the constricting framework of Agrarianism on critical interpretations of
Lytle, I propose to illuminate the idea of“Agrarianism” first. Agrarianism can be defined as
a set of philosophical and cultural values originating in the American South—a set of values
extolling leisure, family, and man as an autonomous and creative force versus a living piece
of machinery. Agrarians oppose industrialism, and take as their archetype the life of the
Southern farmer. There is often the presence of Christian religion in association with the
Agrarian lifestyle. There are other philosophical and socio-political prescriptions for society
that have existed before and after Agrarianism that held similar values to those described
above, such as Transcendentalism. “Agrarianism,” however, will be taken to refer to that
value system that originated in the American South in the 1920's in response to encroaching
industrialism. Agrarianism first made its prominent appearance in the volume, I'll Take My
Stand (1930), a work comprised of essays by twelve Southerners in which they first outlined
these principles as described above. The formulating idea behind the initial publication of the
so-called “Agrarian manifesto” (I’ll Take Mv Stand)seems to have been that the values of the
traditional American South were purer than those of the invading, industrial culture of the
North. One might be tempted to assign this publication to mere “Confederate Nostalgia,” but
as Louis D. Rubin writes in his introduction to the 1977 edition of I'll Take My Stand,
responding to early criticism of the Agrarians:
the Agrarians were not economists. They were humanists,just as Allen
Tate said when he envisioned the enterprise as a calculated defense of religious
humanism. And the real values they were asserting in 1930 were not those of
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'material well-being' or of neo-Confederate nostalgia, but of thoughtful men
who were very much concerned with the erosion ofthe quality ofindividual life
by the forces of industrialization and the uncritical worship of material progress
as an end in itself,(xiv)
The Agrarians were not so much interested in the revival of the Old South as a political
entity, but the preservation of its better ways. The motivation ofthe Agrarians was to save
the South in spirit even if the political system was hopelessly lost. Thus Til Take My Stand
can be read as a philosophy of life and culture.
Rubin's statement can be substantiated from reading just a few of the essays in I'll Take
Mv Stand. The image that emerges is not one of waving Confederate battle-flags, battle-tom
and mstling in the wind as they are drawn along by the sweaty haunches of warhorses
galloping into rifles' fire, but at the center ofeach ofthe essays is an inherently humanist
subject matter. Robert Penn Warren deals with race relations; a large number ofthe essays,
including Andrew Lytle's own, deal with the relationship of humanity to the Agrarian culture
as opposed to the industrial one and they seek to argue in favor of a close relationship to the
land. This is at the heart of the Agrarian argument: humanity and liberty versus machine age
industrialism. Rubin also states that the central idea behind Agrarianism is not even
necessarily a farmer's life versus an industrialist's life, but instead,“man versus the machine,”
in other words, the manner in which someone lived as opposed to the means by which he
lived.
Allen Tate envisioned I'll Take Mv Stand as a “defense of religious humanism.” At the
heart of the matter for Agrarians is the heart of man—its purity, its innocence, and the
lifestyle that flows out of it. Hence, as Louis D. Rubin ultimately concludes, the real values
of Agrarianism are those of humanism. From this conclusion, one may go further and say
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that Agrarianism as a school of thought is a subgroup of humanism. Perhaps this explains the
role of the Nashville Fugitives, who, as Louis writes in his 1962 introduction, had no initial
interest in the South,(xxiv)
The South then, according to Rubin, served only as a metaphorical vehicle for a greater
struggle, humanism versus industrialism, or more abstractly, liberty and life versus
domination and bondage. The motive of the contributors in choosing the South to set the
arguments of I'll Take Mv Stand, then, is only to manifest an ideal separate and removed
from any direct connection to the South itself, but something which the struggles of the South
had embodied since the elapsed time of little-more-than a half-century after the Civil War.

Andrew Nelson Lytle (1902-1995)
To better understand our discussion, I propose we learn a little bit more about our author
and his context of Agrarianism. Andrew Nelson Lytle has been called “the last living
Agrarian.” This last statement comes from the back of Lytle's autobiography, A Wake for the
Living (1975). Thus it suffices to say Lytle has no objection to the title. Lytle defines
himself, literally, as an Agrarian, and has done so throughout his life. In some ways Andrew
Lytle may be seen as an “Agrarian of Agrarians,” in that, unlike his peers from I'll Take My
Stand, Lytle attempted to live the Agrarian lifestyle, returning to the Lytle's ancestral farming
plantation in Tennessee under the management of his father. Madison Smartt Bell cites this
fact in his preface to Lytle's autobiography: “Unique among the Agrarians, Lytle has tried
seriously, during several different period of his life, to combine real hands-on farming with
the practice of his literary art. In his early days, he helped his father run the two thousand
acre farm called Comsilk and when time was free (or not), he would write”(x).
As we were discussing above, it would be correct to take L}/tle at face value in his
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arguments for “The Hind Tit.” One might be tempted to read his statements metaphorically
simply by the sheer amount of description that went into the essay to outline the farmer's life.
While it may be true that Lytle was a novelist, therefore given to the metaphor, one would do
well to remember that Andrew Nelson Lytle was a man in love with his Southern, Agrarian
heritage. Lytle was not out just to make a stand for religious humanism, like Allen Tate. He
quite literally wanted to preserve the South’s Agrarian ways.
Lytle did after all attempt to make his Agrarian philosophy work. If his work was
metaphorical at all and not bom out of a sincere economic prescription for the South—
however impractical—then why would Lytle attempt to live his philosophy, to attempt his
vision? Lytle's essay, “The Hind Tit,” is not even metaphorical, but prescriptive, and he
spends a great deal of time building his case for a literal return to the Agrarian south. One
might take his statement,“Throw out the radio and take down the fiddle from the wall.
Forsake the movies for the play-parties and square dances,”(244)somewhat metaphorically,
but there is no reason for it not be read as a literal suggestion in the early 1930's, especially
since the Great Depression hit shortly after I'll Take Mv Stand's publication.
Let us examine “The Hind Tit,” more closely. In The Hind Tit, Lytle prophesies the sure
destruction to follow to the Southern farmer should he begin to follow the ideals of progress.
In an attempt to save his livelihood, he will in fact destroy it. The Hind Tit is an expose on
the unseen destmctive powers of industrialism upon the Southern farmer's livelihood. The
Southern farmer will in essence become a slave to a money-based economy in which only the
strongest and most economically favored will survive, while the others who could not keep
up with the rate of'progress' will fail.
Lytle does not show the deprivation of the Southern farmer from a purely economic
perspective. Instead, Lytle calls the embrace of industrialist ideals a “moral and spiritual
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suicide, foretelling an actual physical destruction”(203). The struggle of culture as Lytle saw
it at the time of his writing was “a war to the death between technology of the ordinary
human functions of living” (202). Industrialism to Lytle threatened to disrupt the entire
proper order for human existence.
Lytle begins his essay with an introduction whose words in places seem eerily reminiscent
of the Preamble of the Constitution of the United States of America, especially since Lytle
references “the founders of the American Union” in the first lines:
When we remember the high expectations held universally by the founders of
the American Union for a more perfect order of society, and then consider the
state of life in this country today, it is bound to appear to reasonable people that
somehow the experiment has proved abortive, and that in some way a great
commonwealth has gone wrong.(201)
The many similarities between the Preamble to the Constitution ofthe United States and this
passage by Lytle include the syntax, the tone, and even certain word choices. Regarding the
syntax, both the preamble and Lytle's opening paragraph are both one sentence composed of
multiple clauses. Regarding the tone, they are both formal, though Lytle's is perhaps
mockingly so, as he adopts this tone offormality and then proceeds to claim the “experiment”
of America conducted by the founders “has proved abortive... has gone wrong”(201).
Finally, Lytle seems to make key word choices in certain places to reference the great
American document, such as “we” at the beginning and the phrase “more perfect order of
society,” which sounds quite familiar to “more perfect union,” from the Preamble.
Lytle's reason for this allusion is clear. The rise ofindustrialism signals the fall offree
American society. This sense of national urgency, however—a sense that would remove the
discussion of Agrarianism from the South—does not displace the theory of Agrarianism by
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the more universal religious humanism, as I discussed earlier. Instead, Lytle seems to argue
for the benefits of an Agrarian lifestyle, one that could in turn be applied to the entire nation.
L)^le clearly prefers this soil-based lifestyle to industrialism.
Lytle fears the seduction of the Agrarian farmer into the ideals of industrialism, a fate that
will in its end destroy him. Lytle writes, “an Agrarian culture and industrial warfare are
sustained through the workings of two different economies. Nothing less than confusion can
follow the attempt of one economy to react to the laws of another”(207). In other words, the
farmer and his Agrarian society cannot exist in his traditional Agrarian ways in the presence
of an industrial economy. Lytle also takes great care to paint a picture of the Agrarian man,
even evaluating the psychological processes and deliberation that ultimately end in his
seduction into an industrialist model for running his farm. This portrait of the farmer includes
a man who is simple, who would do best to “keep to his ancient ways,”(206) and who is
perfectly contented with his “natural life.” Ownership and monetaiy ways mean nothing to
him so long as he possesses the land.
One of the parables Lytle uses to illustrate his Agrarian philosophy is that of a man named
Abner, a tenant on a plantation near town, whose land-owner had promised to introduce him
to Martin Van Buren, the President of the United States of America. Uneducated in things
pertaining to the broader world (representing the industrial society), he shook the President's
hand as though any common man's and said, “Mr. Buren, the next time you come down here
I want you to come out my way and ra'r around some with us boys”(213). Lytle concludes,
“This man worked a little truck patch on somebody else's land; hunted at night for pelts;
fished in Stone's River; and ra'red around when he was a mind to. He possessed nature as
little as possible, but he enjoyed it a great deal, so well that he felt the President might be
satisfied with what hospitality he had to offer”(213).
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This example illustrates Lytle's main take on human happiness and the proper model for
human existence: to enjoy life, which seems in “The Hind Tit” to be synonymous with
enjoying nature and living in harmony with it as opposed to conquering it. Instead of a
resource to be conquered, nature is an awesome force to be respected and one that man must
learn to live in harmony with.
Lytle not only discusses the Agrarian life, however. He also takes great pains to illustrate
it. The Hind Tit is divided into three distinct sections. The first is discussed above. The
second is devoted to showing the reader the Agrarian life, using veiy little polemic against
industrialism and instead attempting to paint a vision for his ideal model ofliving and plant it
immovably in his reader's mind. The third section returns to the logical methodology of the
first section, attempting to prove by reason the superiority of the Agrarian life to the
industrial one, and brings the essay to its conclusion.
This second section of L)^le's essay is arguably what sets it apart from the rest ofthe
collection for its unique approach showing the reader the Agrarian lifestyle. Lytle's vision of
the beauty of his Agrarian ideal is intended to cause the reader to fall in love with
Agrarianism. For this reason the second section is very novel-like in its style, being a
narrative. With Lytle's future as a novelist, it seems appropriate that one of Lytle's works
most memorable in his early career is experimenting with narrative form.

Lytle Beyond the Agrarian Context
All the above said, the purpose of this thesis is not another rehashed reading of Lytle as an
Agrarian. This is not to say that there is anything wrong with reading Lytle as an Agrarian,
but it has been done beyond benefit already. All that can arise from continuing to read Lytle
in a traditional Agrarian context is to further associate him with a system of interpretation
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that will ultimately limit both his popularity and that of his wonderful novel, The Velvet
Horn.
Lytle published his last novel, The Velvet Horn, at what might be seen as the culmination
of his literary career in 1957. Since then Lytle has not ceased to be read in the framework of
Agrarianism, most recently in Southern Aberrations(2000)by Richard Gray. Surely any
author, regardless of even their personal interpretation of their work or style, deserves to be
read within any valid frame. This keeps the work current and opens up new possible readings
and understandings of their work as literary theory advances. Indeed, when a new critical
frame is first devised, critics read literature often against that which is current or has gone
before. Does Lytle then merit only being read in the context of Agrarianism? My answer is
no.
Just because an author views himself in a particular school of literary thought, does this
mean that we the readers must view the author's work only in this context? Not according to
the New Criticism, a style of textual analysis and reading of which Lytle was a part. Instead,
according to the rules of New Criticism and many later schools ofthought, the work is
interpreted independently ofeven the author's personal view. The work is seen as a text that
functions completely independent of the author after completion. It is not what the author
meant or intended so much as what he actually wrote, which is open to interpretation.
This view of literature has lead to our understanding of novels, short stories, and other
works as “texts” examined not as a finite body with a finite meaning, but as an open source of
subject matter for interpretation, which may be examined in many different ways. Thus, why
read The Velvet Horn or any work of Lytle as a finite work confined within the author's life
and ideologies? Why not see it as a “text,” fluid and open for interpretation as new
theoretical frames appear, more challenging and appropriate for the text? Hence, Lytle,
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though he may claim to be an Agrarian, is not so according to my reading of his treatment of
gender and sexuality in The Velvet Horn—at least not in the traditional understanding of
Agrarianism. Why continue to read him the same way everyone else has read him?
The argument I will make is that Lytle is not that Lytle is or is not an Agrarian, but that
Lytle may be read outside of the traditional frame of interpretation he has been read in. After
50 odd years since the publication of The Velvet Horn (not counting the additional twentyseven since I'll Take Mv Stand's initial printing), I believe Lytle scholarship is ripe for new
readings. There are only so many readings that may be done ofa work according to Agrarian
rules, a reading nevertheless which Lytle himself adopts in The Hero with the Private Parts
(1966), his work on creative fiction.
Reading Lytle beyond Agrarian contexts is critical to his survival. Writers such as
Flannery O'Connor, William Faulkner, James Joyce, Ernest Hemingway, and John Steinbeck
have a wide body of scholarship that place them both within and without traditional molds of
reading. Their names are also well known among college age American students(even high
school students). Whether they have this body of scholarship because they are excellent
writers worthy to be remembered (which they are) or they are remembered as such because of
excellent criticism and scholarship is debatable and perhaps two opposite parts of a cyclical
process ultimately promoting their fame. One thing is clear, however. If Lytle scholarship is
not rejuvenated, Andrew Lytle's literary memory will die and works such as The Velvet Horn
be forgotten—the prospect of which is horrendous, given the breadth and scope ofthe novel,
and tragic, given the labor Lytle devoted to the work.
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Chapter 2
The Velvet Horn and its Past Interpretations

Oft Overlooked Greatness
The reinterpretation of The Velvet Horn is the real heart of this thesis. Lytle is a wonderful
writer, and the fruit of his labor is this novel, much underrated and under-read since its
publication a half-century ago. Easily the crowning achievement of his literary career. The
Velvet Horn stands as a tribute to the mastery ofstyle and literary craft that Lytle had
achieved in the twenty-seven years since his original publication of the “Hind Tit” in I'll Take
My Stand.” Sadly The Velvet Horn has been overlooked by just about everyone but Southern
studies scholars, and even then the amount of criticism concerning The Velvet Horn pales in
comparison to that received by many other writers of fiction.
For instance, an MLA bibliographical search for William Faulkner returns 5992
references, an extremely healthy amount of scholarship. Typing in “Andrew Lytle” however
has a much more lackluster return: the inquiry returns only 84 references. One can continue
this inquiry according to specific works if one wishes and the unmanageable numbers for
Faulkner diminish somewhat. William Faulkner's Flags in the Dust, easily not his most
popular novel, returns 74 references. What many have hailed Lytle's best. The Velvet Horn.
returns only eight references. The difference is even more staggering when one actually
compares The Velvet Horn. Lytle's best, to Faulkner's: Faulkner's The Sound and the Fury
returns 490 references with an MLA search^
While one cannot necessarily say an author is more canonized than another solely by a
survey of the bulk of scholarship on an MLA bibliographical search, when numbers such as

The interpretation of the relative popularity among their individual works is subjective, though no matter one's
opinion, this demonstrates a point.
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these are observed, the result is clear. Lytle is simply uncanonized by comparison to
Faulkner. Ho\vever, an author's popularity with the academic community does not
necessarily define them as a good or bad writer, nor does it mean he is not deserving of
greater popularity. It could very well be that Lytle simply has not had the exposure or “hype'
that Faulkner has; perhaps he isn't as “good,” though such a value judgment is in the end
purely subjective.
There are many points on which one could contend with such an argument. Lytle and
Faulkner both published multiple books, like many other notable authors. Like these authors.
Lytle has a few works that seem to be remembered more than others. One critic, Thomas H.
Landess, compares Lytle's The Velvet Horn to other notable, more remembered authors and
their works, such as Dostoevsky or Faulkner, even James Joyce's Ulvsses (3). These
observations are made about the scope and depth of these authors and their works in
comparison to those of Lytle's The Velvet Horn. Landess writes that like Ulvsses. “the
novice [reader of The Velvet Horn] is likely to quit early”(3). This is due to “the very
99 ((

richness of structure and texture.

a problem in unity which has proven the undoing of more

than one reader”(3). This comparison to Ulvsses and the works ofFaulkner mentioned
earlier is appropriate, as like them The Velvet Horn is a modernist novel.
Admittedly, a book's difficulty to read does not make it a great work ofliterature.
Difficulty is not an end in itself. That would be counter-productive. However, many
wonderful books—^true works of literature—^are difficult for a “novice” reader, especially
when written in earlier dialects of English unintelligible to most of today's readers. Even The
Pilgrim's Progress and the King James Version ofthe Bible require their texts to be updated
for most modem readers. The King James Bible's difficulty, due to archaic speech, even with
its language updated, has spawned a host of newer translations in more “contemporary”
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language.
Mark Lucas expresses his appreciation for Lytle's tortuous novel: “Daunting though it is,
and in movement winding and slow, The Velvet Horn ineluctably advances the reader into a
world as intricately branched as the deer antlers to which the title alludes”(105). In a sense,
one can see this steady progression by the novel as a blessing instead ofa curse. The Velvet
Horn's slow but steady pace seems reminiscent of the sense ofeternity that is so present as a
theme throughout the novel, its pace amplifying the themes through experiential treatment.
The end of all this is that The Velvet Horn is a wonderful but underrated novel of
sophisticated narrative and stylistic complexity. The Velvet Horn has many of the hallmarks
of great literature including well-drawn characters, beautiful and thoughtful language, and
issues that

as William Faulkner wrote in his Nobel Prize acceptance speech—^present the

“problem of the human heart in conflict with itself which alone can make good writing”
(nobel.org). However, The Velvet Horn remains uncanonized even today. It cannot be that
the novel is too inaccessible. If inaccessible novels were what made them forgotten, then
James Joyce's Ulysses would no longer be read. No, there must be something else that hangs
over Lytle and hinders our appreciation of his novel.

The Agrarian Impedance
There is strong evidence to support that Agrarianism, the cultural and philosophical ideal
that L)d;le embraced, is what hinders our appreciation of Andrew Lytle. There was a clear
stigma associated with Agrarianism due to the philosophy's lamentably infeasible economic
plan. Comments highlighted by Rubin in his 1977 introduction illustrate just how much so.
He relates that the volume was called a “backward-looking,” “cloud-cuckoo land” manifesto,
though he does not cite the exact source ofthe comments(xiv). In his earlier, Torchbook
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Edition Introduction (1962), Louis remarks,
ril Take My Stand: The South and the Agrarian Tradition has for thirty years been the
center of constant controversy. Not a single writer about the modem South has failed
to mention and discuss it. From the very beginning it has been singled out for praise or
blame. Some critics have termed it reactionary, even semi-fascistic. Others have
considered it a misguided, romantic attempt to recreate an idyllic utopia that never
really existed. Still others have seen it as a voice crying in the wilderness. Ridiculed,
condemned, championed, it has been everything except ignored, for that it cannot be by
anyone who wants to understand a complex American region,(xxiii)
The report seems conflicted. While some reviewers saw it “as a voice crying in the
wilderness,” there seem to have been many more negative takes on the volume than positive
ones, naming it “reactionary,” and “semi-fascistic.

Some like its view, calling it a “utopia/

though qualifying that description with the addition “that never really existed, Hence, one
can conclude that there was a somewhat negative, skeptical opinion that surrounded the
Agrarian manifesto at its release.
Rubin also mentions in this selected passage that “Not a single writer about the modem
South has failed to mention and discuss it mi Take Mv Standi.” This is more telling than it
seems. While, on the one hand, the volume is obviously unpopular due to its spurious
economic reasoning, it has nonetheless captured the heart and attention ofevery Southern
writer. Why? Rubin would argue the appeal of its broader themes of religious humanism,
according to his more metaphorical reading mentioned earlier in Chapter 1 under
“Agrarianism.” Whatever the reason for the attraction to this volume, it does not negate the
obvious amounts of negative criticism that Rubin is able to report about the volume shortly
after its initial publication. This negativity would undoubtedly have followed its
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contributors, especially if they were relatively new in their publication careers, as was
Andrew Lytle.
Since “The Hind Tit” was one of Lytle's first published works, there is no reasonable way
to estimate how badly the taint of its poorly received economic prescription may ultimately
have affected his career. Unlike Robert Penn Warren and Allen Tate who were Nashville
Fugitives before their involvement with I'll Take Mv Stand, Lytle has only ever been, and is
in danger of only being remembered, as an Agrarian. He had no established career before his
involvement with the Agrarians to mark him otherwise, unlike Tate and Warren. He also
never seems to have made a name for himself outside of his Agrarian philosophy, which he
so willingly embraced. Thus, though The Velvet Horn seems to be in some ways irresistible
(judging by its broad commentary), it nevertheless has far more negative criticism associated
with it than positive, so the Agrarian title may be seen as not so flattering for L)dle's literary
career.
Lytle's literalism also did not help him shed the Agrarian taint too easily. As mentioned,
Lytle was the only Agrarian who attempted to make his Agrarian philosophy work by
returning to his native farm, Comsilk, in Tennessee in an attempt to merge writing with
farming, attempting to make a reality of his Agrarian vision (Bell x). Lytle has even earned
the title in more than one work of being called “the last living Agrarian”. The only result that
Lytle's zealous embrace of Agrarianism could produce was to further his association with a
philosophical system that inevitably tainted his career, thus increasing the taint. The opinions
of many of the wnters have changed since the publication of I'll Take Mv Stand

some, like

Robert Penn Warren and Allen Tate were not considered “Agrarian” for the total of their
literary careers. Yet, Andrew Lytle has clung to, embraced, and even identified solely as an
Agrarian writer for his entire literary career, gleaning the whole barrel of any stigma attached
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to the conservative Agrarian philosophy about the South.
Did this then affect the interpretation and reception of The Velvet Horn bv the scholarly
community? Of course it did! Any stigma attached to Lytle was also attached to his works
and ultimately affected their reception. This, in turn, would also affect their interpretation,
for they were most likely interpreted according to the perceived rules around which they were
written. Lytle is a staunch Agrarian; ergo, Lytle's work is (at the least) Agrarian influenced,
and perhaps more likely Agrarian in nature. Whether such opinion is correct or incorrect, one
could argue most readers of Lytle who knew anything about his past and present would be
susceptible to it. This is not to say that The Velvet Horn is not an Agrarian novel, but only
that this tendency defined The Velvet Horn as only an Agrarian novel before a fair
interpretation (independent of author-based bias) could be rendered.
As discussed above, this prenatal interpretation of The Velvet Horn as an Agrarian work
has limited the criticism available about the novel. This limitation of criticism has crippled
The Velvet Horn because it means there has been no further scholarly analysis of The Velvet
Horn beyond its incipient frame,thereby condemning the novel to never be realized in the
fullness of its possible interpretations. This is all, of course, dependent on the fact that other
readings of The Velvet Horn actually exist, but how can we easily say that such pluralities of
textual interpretation do not exist? Is it really that in a novel as expansive and broad and
convoluted as The Velvet Horn, there does not exist the potentiality for a reading outside of
the Agrarian framework? No,such a thing is completely unlikely. Before we go any further,
however, I wish to discuss The Velvet Horn and the Agrarian readings of it at some length.
Then and only then can we debunk this specious notion that The Velvet Horn can best be
interpreted in one fashion.
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Plot Summary of The Velvet Horn
But first, a summary of the plot is in order. The main action ofthe novel begins when
Lucius' father walks under a falling tree and is, ofcourse (as tends to happen when one walks
under a falling tree), killed. This occurs in the woods near the sawmill where he is cutting
timber for the widow of Duncan Cropleigh, Lucius' deceased uncle. Lucius has gone up into
a mountain with his uncle, Jack, who is a water witch and has taken Lucius along to help
witch a well. On this mountain, Lucius has his first sexual experience with a girl, Ada Belle
Rutter. Shortly thereafter, Sol Leatherbury, the woods boss operating under Captain Cree,
comes and tells Jack that Lucius' father has been killed beneath a fallen tree and Jack
awakens Lucius to tell him.
The story is not told only from Lucius' perspective. The narrative shifts telling from the
perspective of his Uncle Jack—^the water witch and alcoholic mystic—^to Peter Legrand and
others, as it fleshes out events ofthe past that affect the present situation ofLucius. These
events runs in approximately the following course: Lucius' grandparents, the parents of his
Uncle Jack Cropleigh and Lucius' mother, Julia, are killed when the steamboat on which they
are traveling explodes. The five Cropleigh children, Beverly, Jack, Dickie, Duncan, and Julia
are left to raise themselves. Their eldest brother, Beverly, refusing to stay on to work the
land retreats into the woods, ultimately settling in Parcher's Cove, which he considers the
only untouched wilderness left. Dickie, the second youngest brother, goes off to Medical
School. Jack, the next in line after Beverly, manages to be responsible enough to work and
make sure the bills are paid and the land is not repossessed. Duncan and Julia, the youngest
siblings, are left in Jack's care, with the help of close kin. The two bond more deeply than
any of the other siblings, and as Julia reaches womanhood, her distant cousin, Joe Cree, who
is several years Julia's elder, proposes marriage. Duncan, who has clearly fallen in love with
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his sister, becomes traumatized at the idea of her marrying any other man. In the heat of
passion, he rapes his sister, though this last fact is not revealed until the novel's end.
On a hunting trip with the Cropleighs, Peter Legrand, who has also fallen in love with
Julia, slips off into the woods with her overnight. The next morning, he and Duncan fight
and Duncan disembowels Legrand in the process. The wound is not fatal, as Dickie is a
doctor and immediately treats Legrand so that he ultimately recovers. However, in the
meantime, the Cropleigh brothers, excluding Duncan, hastily marry Julia offto Joe Cree
without telling him of her encounter with Legrand in the woods, so that the paternity of the
son, Lucius, who comes along not long after is questionable. Joe Cree, without knowledge of
the Cropleigh brother's betrayal, raises Lucius as his own. Beverly, the eldest ofthe
Cropleigh brothers, who has retreated into the woods and rejected modem society, forbids
anyone to ever again return to Parcher's Cove because, the night before, Legrand and Julia
had shot several of his pet deer.
Duncan had grown especially close to his sister in childhood, to the point that he had
fallen in love with her after they reached the appropriate age. Ultimately, as one reads The
Velvet Horn, one realizes that Duncan's impassioned jealousy drove him to fight with
Legrand over Julia in Parcher's Cove, not his sister's tarnished honor. Out of desire for
vengeance, Duncan later steals his brother Dickie's fiance and marries her. Under Captain
Joe Cree's command during the Civil War, Duncan is killed as he stmggles with Beverly to
lead a band through the secret entrance into Parcher's Cove. His widow never forgives Joe
Cree, but plots her revenge.
Time passes until nearer the present, and Joe Cree makes a deal with Duncan's widow that
he will cut a certain portion ofland for her in halfthe time of a commercial sawmill. If he
succeeds, he will make a sizable profit from the lumber, if he fails, he will be ruined
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financially. Originally, it seems that Captain Cree commits suicide because the time is
running out; but actually it is because Duncan's widow, one of the few people who knows of
Lucius' paternity, tells Cree about the questionable paternity of his presumed son, Lucius.
Cree and Julia quarrel, an argument Lucius overhears but does not understand at the time, and
Cree, unable to accept such betrayal of honor, walks under a falling tree, committing suicide,
an event often taken as one of the more significant aspects of the story.
Returning to the present, after Joe Cree's death, Peter Legrand, who has waited
approximately eighteen years approaches Julia, offering to take over the sawmill and other
notes Cree owes and let Lucius earn his inheritance. Lucius begins to get to know Legrand,
who poses only as an honored friend of his father for the time being, but who begins secretly
courting Lucius' mother. Though he does not see the tmth until the end, their close
association makes Lucius uncomfortable. Lucius also resumes his relationship with Ada
Belle Rutter.
Lucius knows that the deadline for cutting the timber draws near and decides to visit his
aunt Amelie, Duncan's widow who holds the deed on the land. His mother is insistent he not
go, accusing Amelie of being a witch, but secretly she is certain she will tell Lucius of his
paternity. Lucius feels he must go anyway. Amelie tells Lucius that Legrand is attempting to
force Julia to marry him. When Lucius goes to confront Legrand, finding him at his mother's
house, Legrand mistakenly thinks Lucius has been informed of his paternity. The end result
is that Lucius learns that he is a bastard. After this, Legrand learns that Lucius may not even
be his child, but that of Julia's brother, Duncan.
Deciding to run from his life, Lucius must stop at the Rutter's new residence lower on the
mountain as the bridge is out. He there confronts Ada Belle, and ultimately learns she is
pregnant and going to give herself and his child to another man. But Lucius instead marries
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her. At novel's end. Jack has returned and Lucius and Ada Belle let their union be known.
Outraged, Othel, Ada Belle's retarded brother, raises his rifle to shoot Lucius, but his Uncle
Jack steps in the way and takes the fatal bullet for him.

The Agrarian Analyses
Most critical analyses of The Velvet Horn are from the Christian myth and symbols school
of interpretation and are based upon and include Lytle's own Agrarian ideology. This places
The Velvet Horn not only against the backdrop of Lytle's own, self-avowed Agrarianism, but
also against that of traditional analysis by Christian themes and myth, though the myths may
also be pagan in origin.
Indeed, Agrarianism and the Christian myth and symbols school of interpretation are by
no means exclusive of one another. Instead they mutually benefit each other. While
Christianity itself is not the driving force behind The Velvet Horn, Christianity and its ideals
are of central focus to Lytle. After all, in “The Hind Tit,” one criticism which Lytle makes of
industrialism is a loss of spirituality: “When it fails to rain and his fields are burning, he [the
farmer] has no God to pray to to make it rain”(238). This indicates a religious aspect in
Lytle's philosophy. In essence. Agrarianism can be seen as a spiritual as well as a physical
and economic philosophy. Thus themes such as Lucius' education in carnal knowledge on
“The Peaks of Laurel,” where he has his first sexual experience with the girl Ada Belle Rutter
may be seen in an Agrarian context as a reenactment of the Fall in the Garden of Eden. For,
having received knowledge of right and wrong, Lucius now has knowledge of his sin and that
of generations before.
Interpretations of Lytle's work almost always include these interpretations above. Indeed,
Agrarian readings often accept as fact that there is a “Garden of Eden” in Lytle's work and
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also themes of The Fall. These are standard in works by Anne Foata,“Time and Eternity in
The Velvet Horn" and “La Le^on de Tenebres,” in the works by Landess and Lucas
mentioned so far. and even Lytle himself in his Hero with the Private Parts. Regarding
themes of The Fall, carnal knowledge is typically associated with what follows, knowledge of
sin, setting in motion the need for redemption. In these readings, sin is ultimately atoned for
at the end of The Velvet Horn by repentance and bloodshed: Lucius finally marries Ada
Belle, who is can-ying his child, and his Uncle Jack is killed defending Lucius from her
outraged brother, Othel. Landess reads the tree that falls upon Captain Cree as tree of
knowledge, as it is the knowledge of his own betrayal by his kinsmen that ultimately drives
the honorable man to take his own life in such a drastic way (8). As would be expected of an
Agrarian work, Beverly's retreat into Parcher's Cove is taken to be his search for Paradise,
because living in hamiony with the land, earning a living by one's own hands, is the ideal of
Agrarianism.
The following passage, cited from an essay by Thomas H. Landess,“Unity of Action in
The Velvet Horn” is a good example of the type of reading discussed above:
The Christian myth, of course, elevates this primitive ritual [rite of initiation] to a
cosmic significance and explains in theological temis each of the stages in the
initiation. Thus childhood is the Garden of Eden, Ifee from knowledge, which
must come inevitably through contact with evil. In the Christian myth the
consequences of such evil are pain and death, while in the primitive ritual
these are almost always the evil itself The promise of Heaven which comes
through Christ's pain and death is roughly equivalent to the acceptance of the
youth into the adult community, after pain and death have been endured or
risked, and by implication, conquered, at least in the province of the heart.(5)
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The “initiation ritual” mentioned here is Lucius* coping with the price of sin after receiving
carnal knowledge found through sexual intercourse with Ada Belle.
The essay by Landess is from The Form Discovered, a compilation of essays edited by M.
E. Bradford and published in 1973, within the first two decades of Lytle scholarship. The
next generation of Lytle scholarship seems to have adopted the same views as though they
could provide themselves nothing more than mere hand-me-downs from the previous
generation of scholars. Anne Foata published “La Legon de Tenebres: The Edenic quest and
its Christian solution in Andrew Lytle's The Velvet Horn'' in 1983 and “Time and Eternity in
Andrew Lytle's The Velvet Horn" in 1986. Both articles adopt the Agrarian Christian myth
and symbol school themes of fall and redemption that had already been established for
reading Lytle. Some of the principles were in fact established by Lytle himself in The Hero
with the Private Parts. Landess and several other critics, including most recently by Richard
Gray, read the symbolic presence of The Garden of Eden in The Velvet Horn,though this
principle was established in Lytle scholarship with the help of Lytle's own essay,“The
Working Novelist and the Mythmaking Process” in The Hero with the Private Parts.
Ellen Bonds 1993 article whose title, similar to at least one of Anne Foata's, shows itself
in agreement with these Agrarian readings of Lytle: “Story Telling Characters and the
Mythmaking Process in Andrew Lytle's The Velvet Horn" Bonds also asks,“how can postlapsarian humans regain iimocence and wholeness?”(71)and so throws itself also in with the
school of Christian myth and symbols school of interpretation that has preceded it.

A New Reading?
Post-lapsarian wholeness—a search for wholeness and innocence—^the Garden ofEden—
myth—“mythmaking” process—^the jargon ofthe Agrarian Christian myth and symbol school
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is replete through scholarship surrounding The Velvet Horn from its publication until now,
and comes both from scholars and Lytle's own mouth. Aspects of The Velvet Horn —its
structure, language, relationships among characters—have not been investigated sufficiently.
However, most articles written seem to accept as their basis the rules of Christian myth for
reading The Velvet Horn. This is not to say that these readings themselves are wrong—
though there are grounds to question them, as will be touched upon below. Challenging these
readings is not the primary focus ofthis thesis, but questioning the efficacy of continuing to
read Lytle in such a way is. Surely, there is grounds to throw out the mythos-based
interpretations of The Velvet Horn and look at the novel afresh without dependence upon a
previous theoretical frame that may—simply due to overuse—^be obsolete to further
reinvigorated discussion of the novel.
I intend to challenge these entrenched previous readings of The Velvet Horn. One of the
main ideas concerns the notion of pre-lapsarian wholeness—of man and woman freely
joining in intercourse before the fall without guilt or the knowledge of sin. The union of man
and woman,especially the incestuous union, seems dependent on the idea of the union being
between a male a female—the two parts that make a whole. But what about the same search
for unity between two men,as evidenced in Beverly and Duncan? The two die locked in
struggle at the mouth of Parcher's cove with their brother Dickie the lone on-looker:
And yet that fuse was burning time, and then my eardrums cracked and I heard
all the waterfalls in the world come down at once, exploding in light and at the
center, in that eternal instant, Duncan and Beverly mashed together. I see them
now forever one, and yet more than one. Does it take such violence to make
perfection of what they sought in the wilderness?(213)
Beverly and Duncan are said “to make perfection” of“what they sought in the wilderness.”
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One could easily read “wilderness” here as a metaphor for The Garden ofEden according to
Christian account, especially since the Cropleigh children were raised here, and it is here that
carnal knowledge if experienced and the fall from innocence takes place as Duncan rapes
Julia. Julia also gives herself sexually to Peter Legrand in Parcher's Cove to cover the rape
by Duncan. However, at the entrance to Parcher's Cove, there is also an image presented in
the novel of two men “making perfection” in their death as they struggle for life.
“Perfection” can easily be seen as a synonym for the making of a whole found in the
Agrarian metaphor of man and woman seeking pre-lapsarian wholeness through sexual
intercourse.
Reunion of the male and female as the quest for pre-lapsarian wholeness figures
prominently in Agrarian fiction. Lytle discusses it in The Hero with the Private Parts, in the
essay,“The Working Novelist and the Mythmaking Process,” stating that “in animal nature,
the horn stands for both the masculine and feminine parts of being, the two aspects of the
opposites which make a whole: the two in one contained by a single form”(185-86). The
Agrarian interpretations of The Velvet Horn represent just the hermaphroditism that Lytle
goes on to talk about—and it is this hermaphroditism of the horn that symbolizes prelapsarian wholeness. However, with Beverly and Duncan, we can also see an image of two
men as opposed to a man and woman being “mashed together” and making “perfection of
what they sought in the wilderness.” The significance of this “The Garden of Eden” myth is
based on the sexual union of a male and a female, but when we look more closely
heterosexual unions are not the only ones found.
The standard interpretations thus far given do not account for the plurality of possible
interpretations of The Velvet Horn including homosexual and homoerotic readings. Hence, a
new theoretical frame is needed by which to interpret the novel. The benefits of this being, as
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discussed above, to expand the territory of Lytle scholarship. Thus I propose to apply this
new frame and begin to read Lytle by the rules of queer theory.
There has admittedly been quite a bit of summary of Agrarianism and Lytle's contribution
to it thus far. That time has now passed and henceforth I will endeavor only to apply my new
frame and queer The Velvet Horn. I have spent so much time summarizing Agrarianism and
Lytle because there is the possibility that the reader of this thesis might be unfamiliar with
Lytle, the Agrarians, and the past interpretations of The Velvet Horn anH thus unable to see
the need for new readings of the novel.
But what is to happen to the Agrarian readings? There seem to be only two possibilities.
Tbe first is that the traditional paradigm of male and female seeking reunion in the Garden of
Eden is destroyed, the second is that said paradigm is altered. The first is a complete
rejection of Agrarianism and the second is its embrace with a new twist. If queer currents are
found. The Velvet Horn may be interpreted completely outside of the Agrarian norm, or
perhaps a new mode of reading may be found—queer Agrarianism.
The union of Beverly and Duncan in Parcher's Cove contains the potentialities for both of
these readings. On the one hand, their union can be seen as so paradigm-busting that the
Agrarian readings are completely dropped. However, the alternative is that male and male
are looking for union in the Garden of Eden together. This would explain many of the
homosocial interactions between male characters in The Velvet Horn—such as those between
Lucius and Jack or Lucius and Jeff that will be explored later on in Chapter 3.
This also lends a new interpretation of the title of The Velvet Horn as well as the image of
the horn that pervades the novel. Instead of being a hermaphroditic image,“the velvet horn”
then becomes a phallic and homoerotic one, especially when one considers that deer scratch
the velvet off their horns against trees, another phallic symbol that could suggest homoerotic.
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homogenital relations. In addition, the “velvet” Uiat covers the horn could be understood as
foreskin and the blood that comes as the velvet is removed the result of circumcision. If one
wanted to be truly Freudian in their obsen-ation of phallic symbols, one could also read the
location of a forest

place replete with the phallic symbols of trees—easily contributes to

the homoerotic undercurrents of the novel.
The idea of homosocial relations in a forest also works well with a queer Agrarianism,
because the forest evokes so readily the image of the Garden of Eden in traditional Agrarian
analyses. Hence, instead of abolishing Agrarian ideals, the images serve to modify their
traditional understanding. Instead of heterosexual unions being the exclusive means of
seeking pre-lapsarian wholeness, homosexual unions tend to get in on the action and become
a viable means of seeking innocence before the fall.
The ultimate ramifications of a queer Agrarianism go far beyond The Velvet Horn and
even Lytle, however. If Lytle's The Velvet Horn can be queered, what about his other works,
or the larger body of Southern fiction in general—even authors who heretofore have been
ignored by such probings for queer readings. A queer reading of The Velvet Horn brngd^riQ
the horizon for queering other Southem works, even those whose themes and paradigms have
traditionally been seen in the dichotomy of male/female.
There is an advantage to creating a queer Agrarian frame of interpretation for use in The
Velvet Horn as well as other novels in the future. Queer Agrarianism does not seek to
destroy the past Agrarian readings of Lytle, but incorporates them in a new and fresh way. A
queer Agrarianism is certainly interesting enough to merit a rereading of Lytle and could
perhaps reinvigorate study of the author—perhaps even more interesting than just attempting
to queer Lytle divorced from the Agrarian frame.
Removing Lytle from the Agrarian frame completely would prove interesting as it would
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allow Lytle to be reinterpreted freely without any prior interpretations influencing the current
reinterpretations and could perhaps lead to a much broader re-envisioning of The Velvet
Horn. However, it may also ultimately be untrue to the novel and to Lytle himself, as Lytle
was, after all, an Agrarian. One thing is clear, however, whether as a queer Agrarianism or
simply as a work of queer fiction, reinterpreting The Velvet Horn would provide an avenue
for new readings of Lytle's work and could reinvigorate discussion ofthe novel.
If Lytle is unable to find a place in the canon of Southern literature, perhaps he could
find a place in the growing canon of queer literature—^perhaps in a canon of queer Southern
literature? His Agrarian roots open up the possibility that, if investigated, other authors and
their works contemporary to Lytle's might also find a place in this canon. In the canon of
queer literature, Lytle might come into his own and finally receive the critical attention both
he and his The Velvet Horn deserve.
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Chapter 3
Queering Lvtle
The New Theoretical Frame
Now we come to it: the queering of The Velvet Horn. I have chosen to call this section
“Queering Lytle,” because it sounds better to me and also more radical, or else this section
might have been called “Queering The Velvet Horn.” which is the real goal of this section
and thesis overall. Whether Lytle himself was “queer” is unknown, though there seems to be
little evidence for it in his life itself After all, Lytle was a married man fi-om a generation
whose attitudes as a whole did not condone same sex expression. Even if he felt same sex
attraction, he never openly voiced it so. Ultimately this does not matter. Whether Lytle was
queer, even if his work is, is debatable and at best speculative. Instead, it is more profitable
to work on whether or not The Velvet Horn can be considered a queer novel by attempting to
discover its queer currents and then to explain, expound upon, and interpret them into a new
re-envisioning and rereading of The Velvet Horn, which is the focus of this chapter.
There is already ample groundwork from which to draw regarding whether or not a work
is queer. To begin this discussion, we turn to Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick and her pioneering
work. Epistemology of the Closet. Sedgwick discusses what and when precisely a text is gay.
Pertaining to inquiries about gay texts, Sedgwick writes, “...no one can know in advance
where the limits of a gay-centered inquiry are to be drawn, or where a gay theorizing of and
through even the hegemonic high culture of the Euro-American tradition may lead or be able
to lead”(53). In other words, when making inquiries into gay texts, there can be no preset
boundaries to interpretation; what a gay text is or is not can only be determined by
investigation. For so long queer readings of texts have been so oppressed and this has
unfortunately occurred even among scholars at the university. Sedgwick points this out by
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listing the eight top pat answers for students given by teachers as an obstacle to gleaning the
true meaning of a queer text (52-53):
1. Passionate language of same-sex attraction was extremely during whatever period is
under discussion—and therefore must have been completely meaningless. Or 2.
Same-sex genital relations may have been perfectly common during the period under
discussion—but since there was no language about them, they must be completely
meaningless. Or 3. Attitudes about homosexuality were intolerant back then, unlike
now—so if people did anything, it was completely meaningless. Or 4. Prohibitions
against homosexuality didn't exist back then, unlike now- ■so if people did anything,
it was completely meaningless. Or 5. The word “homosexuality” wasn't coined until
1869—so everyone before then was heterosexual. (Ofcourse, heterosexuality has
always existed.) Or 6. The author under discussion is certified or rumored to have
had an attachment to someone of the other sex—so their feelings about people of their
own sex must have been completely meaningless. Or(under a perhaps somewhat
different rule of admissible evidence) 7. There is no actual proof of homosexuality,
such as sperm taken from the body of another man or a nude photograph with another
woman—so the author may be assumed to have been ardently and exclusively
heterosexual. Or (as a last resort) 8. The author or the author's important attachments
may very well have been homosexual—^but it would be provincial to let so
insignificant a fact make any difference at all to our understanding of any serious
project.(52)
From my personal experience in Shakespearean literature, I can vouch that instructors do
indeed use such tactics as outlined above. I have personally heard items both 1 and 2 on
Sedwick's list. What this protracted quotation spells out is this entrenched aversion held by
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many scholars even to reading texts as “queer” or “gay.” Perhaps these attitudes have
prevented scholars from analyzing The Velvet Horn according to the queer currents that will
be clearly exposed in the following pages.
In Axiom 6 of Epistemology of the Closet, Sedgwick also discusses canon formation,
pointing out that only recently has “a combination of discursive forces... carved out, for
women and for men, a possible though intensively proscribed homosexual identity in EuroAmerican culture. To the extent that such an identity is traceable, there is clearly the
possibility, now being realized within literary criticism, for assembling alternative canons of
lesbian and gay male writing as minority canons”(51). Thus with a new queer canon
formation now being possible, there is a necessity to begin making these inquiries into the
gayness of texts texts wherever such a reading may seem most profitable. This could
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include a text historically so conservative and heterosexist as The Velvet Horn.
From the Agrarian readings conducted so far one might conclude that Lytle’s The Velvet.
Horn is primarily a heterosexist work, guided ultimately by a traditional morality devoid of
homosexual, voyeuristic, or queer infringement. Yet, this is just not the case. At times, Th^
Velvet Horn is replete with interactions that, while they might no appear overtly homoerotic,
nonetheless are. To perceive these queer elements of the text I propose to read what Michael
Moon calls “the erotic wish encrypted, mimed but unspoken” that is central to understanding
the homoerotic relationships in the novel. Such readings of the erotic wish have been
pioneered by Michael Moon in the texts he analyzes in “A Small Boy and Others,” none of
which would be discovered as “gay” or “queer” by anything less than a detailed inspection
(930). On closer examination, I have discovered that I can read The Velvet Horn in the same
way that Michael Moon reads Henry James'“The Pupil” and David Lynch's Blue Velvet.
In Blue Velvet, neither the protagonist, Jeffrey, nor the antagonist, Frank, display any
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explicitly homosexual action, i.e. neither ofthem experience homosexual sex. There is a
kiss, though at first it seems to be more of an attempt by the enraged Frank to degrade Jeffrey
than anything overtly gay. However, Moon interprets the kiss in another way: “it is as though
Lynch is both daring the viewer to recognize the two men's desire for each other that the
newly discovered sadomasochistic bond that unites them induces them to feel,” this kiss
“ritualistically enacts the rupture between the sayable and the unsayable about the intense
sado-masochistic bond between them”(926-927). “Intense sado-masochistic bond” is
somewhat of an understatement given that, in the scene where Moon discusses Frank and
Jeffrey's kiss, Frank proceeds to beat Jeff senseless afterwards.
Moon does not just stop with finding homosexual themes in a movie about S&M,
however. In Henry James' short story “The Pupil,” Moon finds a pedaristic relationship
between Morgan and his tutor, Pemberton. There is nothing outright sexual that takes place
between the two, but nonetheless Moon points out certain examples which readers
contemporary to Henry James might find sexually uncomfortable. As evidence of this
discomfort—the discomfort of disorienting sexuality—Moon cites the fact that the Henry
James'“The Pupil” was turned down for publication in the Atlantic Monthly, a fact which
even James himself could not understand, because it was “one of the very few times one of
James's fictions was declined by the journals to which he regularly contributed”(928).
Further supporting this queer reading for Henry James, Moon points out that an anonymous
critic wrote in the Independent about the “study of infernal human debauchery” that James
made of a child in The Turn of the Screw.
The level on which Moon reads these works is quite deep, to the point one might accuse
Moon of speculation and some type of queer witch-hunting in his analysis—seeking out
homoerotic references where in fact there are none. Moon astutely recognizes the possible
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attempt by readers to find his analysis overzealous. He writes in response to just such a
hypothetical suggestion of his analysis of Henry James,
If my translations... seem farfetched, it is only because the erotic wish encrypted,
mimed but unspoken, in the text of“The Pupil” is precisely the kind of meaning
that requires just such high-intensity translation or decoding—^not only because
James may have been to some degree unconscious of this meaning but also
because of our own resistance to recognizing the access to “perverse” energies
that his writing frequently affords us.(930-931)
In other words. Moon's interpretations may not be immediately apparent to the reader. “The
erotic wish” is something that is “mimed but unspoken,” that is, demonstrated furtively by
actions that are telling and words that are evasive. Moon demonstrates this in his analysis of
Henry James'“The Pupil”. Mrs. Moreen, the mother of Morgan,the boy who will become
Pemberton's student, rubs dirty, suede gloves through her hands as they meet to discuss
Pemberton's terms of salary, a thing which Mrs. Moreen, to Pemberton's ire, refuses to do.
Moon points out that the whole time, while Pemberton's salary is not being discussed, his
real compensation for his work—an invitation to desire Morgan—is being repeatedly issued
in mime by Mrs. Moreen”(930), who plays with her “kid gloves.”
Moon here, as he did in the instance discussed above, deals with a possible objection by
his reader that his reading is too deep. On the basis of historical evidence. Moon proposes
the reader might object that “undressed kid,” the definition for the new material, suede, at that
time, “could not have meant, even subliminally,'undressed child' to James and his readers.’
But these readers need only to look in the OED “to discover the word “kid” had come to
mean “child” in upper circles of English societies in the decades just before publication of
“The Pupil”(930). The depth of reading Moon employs is necessary to understand “the wish
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encrypted,” which,just as the myth driving the author Landess' article on The Velvet Horn, is
often in the unconscious of the reader, even the writer, driving and shaping the path of
fiction. The evidence that Moon is able to show for his deep reading here, combined with the
denial of publication of James' work due possibly to the editor agreeing with the later reader
of The Turn of the Screw, who thought James had made a “study of infernal human
debauchery,” seems to suggest that Moon's analysis of Henry James might well have been on
par with the perceptions and linguistic abilities of the readers of James'time.
However, Moon goes further and makes a claim that many might find strange. Not only is
Henry James' work queer, but on par with, if not more queer than. Blue Velvet. To find a
film suitable to the moral shock that Henry James would produce among the individuals of
his day. Moon compares the perversity of James' work to the works of Keimeth Anger, who
regularly produced films with the avowed purpose of dismpting gender barriers, such
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Scorpio Rising, a cult classic similar to Blue Velvet, which shows biker boys wearing blue
denim and donning black leather and fetish gear while Bobby Vinton croons ‘She wore blue
velvet.” Moon writes.
While the song invites its auditor to fantasize a specularized and fetishized girl
or woman... Anger's film presents specularized and fetishized boys... Anger
produces a disorienting shock effect—quite successfully,judging from the
outraged reception and censorship of the film during the early years of its
reception—of placing males in the position of the specularized and fetishized
'supposed-to-be female' figure ofsexist—and heterosexist—^representational
regimes.(931-32)
Thus, what Moon is arguing is that Henry James' work like Anger's dismpts the acceptable
norms of sexuality in his day through the miming of a pedaristic relationship between teacher
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and pupil to produce an effect of outrage. This disruption is similar to the break with a
heterosexist representational regime experienced in Scorpio Rising.
In both The Pupil and Blue Velvet Moon reads themes of homoeroticism amidst an
abundance of heterosexual acts and themes, very similar to the context ofthemes and acts in
The Velvet Horn among which I will read themes of homoeroticism and even homoerotic
action. It is debatable whether The Velvet Horn is closer to the example ofBlue Velvet or
The Pupil. The Velvet Horn can be, at times, quite lurid about the sexual, though it is always
the heterosexual relationship that is put on full display before the reader. However, neither
Sedgwick nor Moon—particularly Moon—seem to need a work to be blatantly obvious in
order to read its gay currents. Instead each have developed methodologies by which they
may analyze and reveal the queer currents present in texts, currents often neglected or read as
heterosexual. Sedgwick's understanding of“what a gay text is,” Moon's deep reading of the
erotic wish encrypted,” and Luce Irigray's understanding of the currency of women in an
inherently hom(m)o-sexual society (to be discussed later) all compile together by the end of
this thesis in order to synthesize a new, queer reading of Lytle's The Velvet Horn.

The Frame Applied
I will begin my analysis of The Velvet Horn by establishing its authenticity as a gay text.
None of the serious discussions about Lytle's The Velvet Horn address the homoeroticism at
play in the novel. The elements seem to bust the heterosexist paradigms currently prevailing
in Lytle scholarship and discussed in Chapter 2. With the homoerotic elements exposed,
what will become of the concept of the man seeking pre-lapsarian wholeness through union
with the woman? It will be destroyed.
To begin this reading of The Velvet Horn as a queer text, I compare the criteria Sedgwick
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used in selecting her “gay texts” for analysis in Epistemology of the Closet with certain
criteria I find in The Velvet Horn. Sedgwick focuses on representation ofthe male body:
The book of the beautiful male English body foregrounded on an international
canvas; the book of its inscription and evocation through a trio of male figures—
the lovely boy, the tormented desirer, the deft master of the rules of their discourse;
the story in which the lover is murdered by the boy and the boy is himself
sacrificed; the deftly magisterial recounting that finally frames, preserves, exploits,
and desublimates the male bodily image: Dorian Gray and Billy Budd are both that
book.(49)
With the exception of the “beautiful male English body,” The Velvet Horn is “that book as
well. Instead of an English body, Lytle presents a view ofa beautiful American man's body.
In the same way that Dorian Gray and Billy Budd may be seen to foreground the beautiful
male English body upon a canvas, so The Velvet Horn foregrounds a certain specularized and
fetishized (to borrow Moon's terminology) American male body upon the canvas of its
Southern bildungsroman.
I will narrate as briefly as possible the opening scene of The Velvet Horn, citing the text
freely for my example's sake, in which Lucius, the young protagonist, first specularizes and
fetishizes his own body followed by a sexual, erotic specularization and fetishizing of his
Uncle Jack Cropleigh's body. The scene opens as Lucius stands nude gazing out from the
upstairs room, where he has apparently spent the night with his Uncle Jack Cropleigh:
The sun barely tipped the Peaks of Laurel. The sky was a shimmering ofthe air. For
an instant longer night stained the cove which ran back to the foot ofthe Peaks; then
from the small window in the garret of the tollgate Lucius Cree saw the field ofcom
reappear by the pike as if for his eyes alone. Streamers of mist lay among the
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tassels... The boy moved forward into the vibrant stillness, and the cool air met his
naked body with the shock of a poultice. He paused wonderingly and in the hazy
light witnessed the miracle of his being. He touched his chest lightly, in fresh
discovery, and his sweaty skin shivered under the fingers in their downward travel. “I
can be anything I want,” he whispered, but the words died into the sound, as his arms
thrust suddenly upward and stretched and the taste of moisture was on his tongue. He
let his eyes half close to prolong this exquisite knowledge of himself... He willed his
lids to stay shut a while longer, until a screeching dry scream ofthe chain scraped like
a rasp. All his rawness shivered in one tight spasm; then he felt the warm blood ease
the chill of his flesh.... He turned back into the room, towards the bed where the large
man lay spread-eagled upon the shuck mattress. The night heat had not abated. It
stuffed the attic. It encased him like a fevered skin, soaking up his uncle's whiskey
sweat and breath. Lucius looked down upon his kinsman. The long cotton underwear
was open to the navel. The hair grew out of the dark roots, bristling up his belly to
branch out upon the chest in thick curly mats. (5-6)
This quotation foregrounds the male body. Here we see not only Lucius' immaculate, young
male body foregrounded in the scene, but also the large, masculine body of his Uncle Jack
Cropleigh. Lucius' gaze upon his Uncle's semi-nude form is quite charged with homoerotic
intensity. It is “the erotic wish enciypted,” though for now I will turn my attention to another
sexual energy—autoeroticism—and discuss both the homoerotic energy and the sexualized
gaze of Lucius.
Autoeroticism, or the sexual desire of one's self for itself, sexuality removed from the
context of stimulation by another being is found throughout the opening scene described
above, and it is a foundational element to reading The Velvet Horn as queer. In The Velvet
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A weird sexual energy seems to permeate the air as Lucius stands nude in the cold of the
early morning. Lucius moves forward into the room, supposedly closer to the window, and
the chill of the morning hits his naked body “with the shock of a poultice.” This shock is
indeed that of self-discovery, of Lucius finding all of the parts of his body normally hidden
by clothing. He is now discovering his genitals afresh in function as he enters into or
“discovers” this new time of life, adult male sexuality, “the shock ofthe poultice,” which he
will explore, and with which he shall run the gamut of homosexual and heterosexual
expression.
Not only this, but there is the potential that the cold is in some way sexually stimulating to
Lucius. If not here, there is definitely this sense of energy shortly hereafter. It would be
logical to think of the “shock of the poultice” in this sense. As with self-discovery and new
birth, with growth and reproduction, there is inevitably the requirement in the physical realm
of procreation, and the time of his life into which Lucius is now entering is the time of his
adult sexuality, the time of fathering and rearing children, of mating. Lytle introduces the
idea and energy of sex with Lucius' discovery of his sexuality. However, the erotic energy
charging this passage is not heterosexual, but autoerotic, ultimately homoerotic, for in the
next movement by Lucius we see the erotic energy not in an outward, but an inward
expression, towards his own masculinity—a motion that is an example of pure autoeroticon.
The sexual energy pervading The Velvet Horn is expressed by Lucius touching himself
erotically: “He [Lucius] touched his chest lightly, in fresh discovery, and his sweaty skin
shivered under his fingers in their downward travel”(5). Lucius is shivering because he is
cold, but the syntax of this sentence places the shivering not when Lucius is hit by the chill
air, but “under his fingers in their downward travel” as he wonders at the “miracle of his
being” “in fresh discovery.” This suggests Lucius' shivering is not induced by the air, but by
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the intensity of his “discovering himself’ through touching himself, by the raw, sexual
autoerotic energy of it. Lucius stimulates himself in the wonder of his newfound masculinity
as his fingers pass down from his chest towards his genitals. The shivering may be seen as
his physical response to this energy, to the stimulation of himself at the discovery of his
being, as well as the chill of the air.
This reading is substantiated later on by Lucius' discussion with Ada Rutter, whose
statement Lytle uses to point out Lucius' coming of age. Ada points to Lucius' crotch,
symbolic here of his sexual maturity as a man,just as in the opening scene: “'Well now,'she
whined. 'Miss Jule's boy. The last time I seen you, you was miming around like a little piss
ant been blowed out of line. But you've growed big enough to know what you was made for.
Her eyes washed over him with a slow careful scmtiny, over his thighs, his crotch...”(57).
The psychological effect upon Lucius is obvious from the way Lytle manipulates his sjmtax,
focusing the perspective of her careful scmtiny from Lucius to that of his thighs and finally
his crotch. This follows after the statement,“But you've growed big enough to know what
you was made for,” indicating that Lucius' identity and purpose as a man is primarily sexual,
not philosophical or spiritual, but carnal in the rawest sense. His penis'function is his
purpose. This supports the reading of the previous scene in which Lucius is discovering his
sexuality. Bom a man, he is bom a sexual being, and Ada Rutter, the mother of the girl with
whom Lucius will father his first child, points this out cmdely but effectively with her
statement, “growed big enough to know what you was made for,” as she eyes his crotch
lustily.
The effect of Ada Rutter's statement and the following glance is not lost on Lucius. The
effect of her gaze upon his crotch excites Lucius strangely in the woods later. Here we begin
to see that Lucius has begun to understand his male sexuality: the meaning of his crotch, the
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excitement of being recognized and even wanted sexually. However, Lucius has only begun
to understand, and his confusion is obvious: “At once and in spite of himself Ada Rutter's
eyes plastered his body, and all alone with himself in the woods he tingled in his flesh and
shook his head to banish the meaning of her glance, repulsive but exciting”(63). Lucius
must, after all, banish these thoughts because he has not yet entered into his full
understanding as a man. He finds them “exciting” though also “repulsive,” perhaps because
of Mrs. Rutter's age, or perhaps because he has not yet come to the full understanding of his
flesh.
This scene ties into his first autoerotic discovery. Here, we see that after Lucius
remembers Ada Rutter's eyes plaster his body, his flesh begins to tingle. The erotic energy
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here stimulating Lucius just as his own erotic energy at the opening of the novel stimulated
him. Granted, Ada Rutter is a woman and therefore the stimulation can be seen as
heterosexual in nature, but the tingling and erotic energy's effect upon Lucius is due to his
own self-discovery as a man, to his own sexual desire for himselfto be masculine like his
uncle Jack and best friend Jeff, or even his father, Joe Cree. Ada Rutter's glance is merely the
avenue for this autoerotic awakening. The Velvet Horn supports this reading by its
overemphasis on the masculine compared to the feminine in the novel, an emphasis on the
masculine which precedes the feminine in importance and is even ultimately attracted to its
own self—another aspect to be discussed later.
The phallus is also emphasized in the scene with Ada Rutter. Nate Rutter, Ada's husband,
is a cripple, hardly a human in the performative sense: he is crippled to the point oftotal
impotency whether sexually or simply in his ability to function. The “man” in The Velyei.
Horn is always presented as virile and potent—at least the men Lucius favors sexually: Jack
has a thick swatch of chest hair; Jeff has a mastery of his body Lucius envies, even lusts after
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(both for the superiority of it to Lucius' own, and for the attraction to his body); and Lucius'
own father, Joe Cree, epitomizes the image of manhood (perhaps even Oedipally) because he
is proud and tall.
Yet, Nate Rutter, not a man in function by The Velvet Horn's standards, is even denied his
masculinity by an image that could even be considered cmel given his poor condition, but
nonetheless appropriate given The Velvet Horn's interpretations of masculinity. Describing
his infirmities and the uselessness of his hands, the narrator then says of Nate Rutter,“The
stick lay useless between his legs,” perhaps one of the most blatant phallic references in the
novel (58). The “stick” is Nate Rutter's cane, which he can't control enough with his hands to
strike at anyone. The old man does not even have powers of speech; his wife, Ada Rutter,
claims to interpret his mumbles for him to communicate, a claim that even seems doubtful to
this reader.
The phallic reference to “the stick... useless between his legs” is made more noticeable by
the other phallic references in this scene: first by Ada Rutter's reference to Lucius' crotch, and
second by a phallic reference to a rattle snake in a joke. Clearly, this image of Nate Rutter
serves dialectically to emphasize the presence and absence of the masculine in The Velvet
Horn by presenting his emasculation: he is not “worthy” to be called a man in function, as the
book makes a phallic reference about the “the stick... useless between his legs.” This could be
seen as the ultimate form of emasculation in the novel, ultimately emphasizing the fact that
Nate, powerless, is not a potent man.
Lucius confirms this reading. In the opening scene where Lucius stands looking at Jack,
elements emerge that portray Jack as the more masculine character and Lucius the more
effeminate one: “Tenderly Lucius felt his own smooth chest. It was immaculate, and he
turning eighteen, a man with all but the proof’(6). The young boy compares his chest to that
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of his much older uncle. Compared to the thick, black, abundant curls of his uncle's chest,
Lucius' hairless chest is quite effeminate. Though Lucius thinks of himself as “a man with
all but the proof,” being a man without the proof in The Velvet Horn puts one in danger of
being not a man at all, just as Nate Rutter, the cripple, seems emasculated by the reference to
the useless stick “between his legs.”
The most feminine portrayal of Lucius comesjust a few pages later. Lucius dresses much
more quickly than Jack, and while he waits for his uncle, the scene depicts Lucius “with legs
apart, dressed now in faded jeans and faded shirt, the too tightjeans molding his thighs and
his shirt open on the fair skin”(9). This description might seem more complimentaiy on a
female than a male given the gender paradigms one expects to find in The Velvet Horn. For
the purpose of illustration, the gender is here reversed: “...she stood with legs apart, dressed
now in faded jeans and faded shirt, the too tight jeans moldering her thighs and her shirt open
on the fair skin.” Here, by simply switching the pronouns, we go to an image that would be
naturally more specularized and fetishized by a heterosexual male. For instance there is the
reference to the “legs apart,”jeans that are “too tight,” and finally “molding... thighs”. The
open shirt could be used to describe either a male or female, but why reference Lucius'“fair
skin?” The emphasis of Lucius' youth is understandable enough, but the thighs, particularly
with jeans molding “too tight,” is an area often specularized and fetishized by male sexual
fantasy about women. The gist of all this is if a young woman was put in the same clothing
that Lucius is now portrayed in, there would be an immediate heterosexual undercurrent
detected. Why can there not be a homosexual one?
This portrayal of Lucius even calls to mind the fetishized boys mentioned in the second
block quote referenced earlier from Michael Moon's work. The reference was from a broader
passage in which Moon discusses how Kenneth Anger's film, Scorpio Rising, created a
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“disorienting shock effect” by having fetishized boys in blue jeans dress up in black leather
as Bobby Vinton croons “She wore blue velvet...”(931-32). The same disorienting effect of
gender, perhaps not as striking as in Anger’s scene, occurs with Lucius. Just as the boys of
Anger's film were in the place of“the specularized and fetishized 'supposed-to-be-female'
figure of sexist—and heterosexist—representational regimes,” so Lucius is portrayed in the
“specularized and fetishized” place of a woman as he wearsjeans molding his thighs with an
open shirt revealing fair (feminine) skin.
In this opening scene, Lucius seems to exist in a sort oflimbo in his sexuality. This is to
be expected if Lucius is just entering into his role of adult masculine sexuality. This narrative
feminizing of Lucius is critical to understanding the concepts ofthe masculine in The Velvet
Horn and can perhaps be linked to, if not responsible for, Lucius' homoerotic interactions
with his Uncle and best friend Jeff. Initially effeminate, Lucius enters into homosocial
relationships to the men around him in order to establish his own masculine sexuality.
Gender bending jokes also fly between Lucius and his Uncle, which while superficial on
the surface, are a sign of“the erotic wish enciypted,” and can be interpreted as more than
mere humor in the novel's broader thematics when compared with the other descriptions of
Lucius in this scene and in context with his journey towards mature sexuality. After
awakening Jack in the opening scene, Lucius' uncle is curious to know what he's doing at
“old Frankie Dunbaugh's,” to which Lucius responds, “You're going to witch her a
well...”(7). Jack's answer is telling about his feelings towards “Cousin Frankie:” “I aint
interested in the thoughts of an old dry bitch. What I want to know is what has he got on Joe
Cree, he'd send his ewe lamb into the trampled straw of the old ram?”(7) Lucius retorts to
Jack that he has “got” his “sexes mixed,” and tries to reverse the roles in a remark of equal
derision. However, in light of the portrayal of Lucius above, it would seem Jack got it right
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the first time.
Another element in this initial scene with Jack sets Lucius up in a feminine light We see
Lucius kneeling before his uncle, who is hung-over and already drinking again, to help him
get his foot through his pants leg. Lucius “with elaborate courtesy” kneels and says to Jack,
“Allow me, Sire”(9). This feudal imitation by Lucius, mocking a page or other servant of
Medieval aristocracy, continues to portray Lucius in a subordinate light. The role of helping
a man put his foot through his pants leg is ungendered enough, but Lucius' submissive role
recalls the classic the active/passive roles of women and men or even actors in
sadomasochistic relationships, whether heterosexual or same-gendered. Regardless, in
regards to the representational regimes of The Velvet Horn. Lucius' submissiveness—out of
humor or “the erotic wish encrypted”—^places him in a very non-masculine, possibly
feminine position.
This does not even take into account the physical homoerotic position Lucius has placed
himself in with his uncle. Spending several moments admiring his uncle's chest hair is a clue
to homoerotic desire, but by kneeling Lucius has placed his mouth much closer to the place
of Jack's genitals. Moon demonstrates the anxiety that men often feel about their bodily
orifices—the mouth and anus—in relation to the genitals of other men. The power relations
that they represent are evidenced by many of the popular insults today among “straight’ men
such as “cock sucker” and “asshole”(927). Thus, here, Lucius has violated the traditional,
expected bounds of his oral orifice in relationship to the position ofJack Cropleigh's genitals.
Combined with his early adoration of Jack's chest hair, the evidence for the homoerotic
compounds.
Lucius' earlier autoeroticism is developing into homoeroticism, as he is in essence
attracted to himself, to his own masculine energy and to the sexual energy of other men. This
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also explains Lucius' homoeroticism with Jack and Jeff in the representational framework of
masculinity in The Velvet Horn. Lucius, regardless of his heterosexual activities, is attracted
to Jack and Jeff because Lucius is attracted to the masculine. Lucius compensates for his
own femininity by fetishizing the male attributes of his kinsman and best friend—^Jack's
beard, Jeffs command of his body, Jeffs sexual activity on the Peaks ofLaurel before Lucius
loses his own virginity. Lucius desires to prove his masculinity to Ada Belle, Ada Rutter's
daughter, by daring to kill the snake that had supposedly bitten his uncle Jack (85-86).
However, the reader wonders if Lucius' desire to affirm his masculinity is really for Ada
Belle or for himself—for his own awakening consciousness of masculinity. Even his actions
with Ada Belle can be seen as homoerotic in nature, for they do not necessarily stem from
Lucius' own sexual desire for her, but from a desire to assert his masculinity.
Most critical interpretations of The Velvet Horn read Lucius' sexual activity thus: Lucius
begins to awaken to his sexuality; in the heat of passion aroused in him by the loose morals of
the mountain men, he fathers a child; he ultimately learns from the past moral mistakes of his
mother and father (either Legrand, Duncan, or Joe Cree, whoever it might be)and marries
Ada Belle Rutter, with whom he has fathered a child on the Peaks of Laurel. This route,
however, is not the one Lucius takes; it is at best a superficial, conventional overview of
Lucius' real path, which detours into voyeurism and homoeroticism not only with his uncle
Jack but also his best friend Jeff.
As we have seen, the initial scene in the novel between Jack and Lucius is ripe with sexual
insinuation between the two readily identifiable as the “the erotic wish encrypted, mimed but
unspoken.” It is the understanding of this wish that allows the reader to decrypt the
homoerotic desire “hidden,” perhaps even from the author, within his text. The “decoding
Moon is talking about can be thought of in terms of a subterranean cavern of meaning, buried
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but nonetheless existent, influencing the geography of character interactions on the surface
above. Even if unseen at first, it exists.
It is also obvious that Lucius sexually idolizes his uncle. Lucius shows more than just
admiration for Jack's chest hair: “How much kin can you be to a man? To look at him now—
none, at least in looks. His father, dark, erect, his every movement one of authority. And
Jack so full of flesh, almost gross. Going to bed drunk, he guessed, made him seem so,for he
was not gross. Just full of flesh”(6). There is a clear tenderness that emerges in Lucius for
his uncle. However, its important to note that this tenderness is over his uncle's appearance,
which Lucius has just spent several moments examining in awe of his “masculine”
characteristics. What does it matter to Lucius if his uncle were gross to look at in bed in the
morning? Lovers and potential mates worry about such things. This look is that of sexual
admiration and even homoerotic desire to be with his uncle, an erotic wish that is mimed by
his gazing upon his uncle's chest hair and body.
Lucius' gaze is returned by Jack after Lucius awakes him. Lucius is still butt naked. As
Jack awakes from his nightmare, he eyes Lucius' nude body “slowly and derisively” and says
“Who do you think you are, the seed tree of the world?”(7). What is most interesting of all
here is the adverb “slowly”. Jack could have eyed his nephew derisively without the addition
of“slowly,” but “slowly” is how Lytle describes Jack's gaze. Jack's eyeing of Lucius
“slowly” seems complimentary to his eyeing Lucius “derisively”. However, it is not
necessary that Jack eye Lucius “slowly” to call Lucius “the seed tree ofthe world.” The slow
glance by Jack is here a primary candidate for being the encrypted erotic of which Moon
speaks. This is especially true given the context of Jack's glance: Lucius has just finished
eyeing Jack, and now Jack eyes Lucius. Clearly there is a homoerotic exchange taking place
between the two male figures, mimed out in the manner of their expression.
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From the syntax of Lytle's sentence, one feels that Lucius beheld and contemplated his
uncle's chest hair slowly: “The long cotton underwear was open to the navel. The hair grew
out of the dark roots, bristling up his belly to branch out upon the chest in thick curly mats.
Tenderly Lucius felt his own smooth chest. It was immaculate, and he eighteen, a man with
all but the proof. Well, he was ready for that now”(6). It is clear that Lucius' admiration of
Jack is not a passing glance at all. In addition, time seems to warp or slow down at other
scenes, often in moments of what might be interpreted as homoerotic or heteroerotic vision.
An example is Ada Rutter's sexualized gaze upon Lucius. Another example is Lucius
admiring Jack's chest hair and Jack derisively eyeing Lucius' genitals slowly. These coupled
with the characters' actions seems to further the underlying energy of homoerotic, ofthe
masculine for the masculine, in The Velvet Horn.
Another example of homoeroticism in this scene can be seen simply in the amount of
time that Lucius spends naked before his uncle. If Lucius felt so limited in his own
masculinity before his uncle, why remain naked before him, inviting his derision? Jack, a
man, is later ashamed to expose himself nude to an associate, John, demonstrated by the fact
that when he strips in front of John he turns to John his backside, hiding his most identifiably
male part (262).
This, the critic Thomas Landess would argue, is due to the fact that Jack is fully conscious
of sin and is brought to shame by his nakedness, while Lucius is still in the dark. Granted,
Lucius has not yet experienced the full knowledge of sex, but yet he knows enough to blush
and be intimidated by Jack's derision of his male functions. Jack references Lucius' nudity
when he says,“And you rising like dawn all naked. You been loping your mule?”—an
obvious and crude reference to masturbation, which Lucius understands enough (possesses
sufficient “carnal knowledge”) to be embarrassed, as the next line immediately following
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reads, “Lucius blushed to the line of his blond hair”(10).
Though Lytle does not make much of it, there is at least one other significant act to
consider in this first scene with Lytle and Jack before we queer Lytle's novel further. Where
did Lucius sleep in the room with Jack? The only reference to any place ofsleep in the first
section is “the bed,” from which Jack arises. It is never identified exclusively as “Jack's bed
as opposed to “Lucius' bed,” or “his [Jack's] bed” as opposed to “his [Lucius' bed],” in which
Lytle uses the masculine pronouns to identify a separate place of sleep. Perhaps, however,
this oversight by Lytle is more telling, for it is quite possible that Lucius slept nude next to
his uncle. Of course, this would be difficult as the first scene of Jack is “spread-eagled upon
the shuck mattress” (6). However,from the limited evidence the text can provide, we might
say that the absence of a clear reference to two distinct beds is suggestive given the other
elements already lending the passage to a homoerotic reading.
Even if Lucius and Jack did not share a bed, it is at least plain that Lucius and Jeff did
sleep together, whether anything sexual occurred is left up to the imagination, though again
Lytle's prose is highly suggestive. Getting drunk on the Peaks of Laurel, Lucius and Jeff run
off into the woods together, in a scene that would not be out of place in the recent short story
by Anne Proulx, “Brokeback Mountain,” which recently hit the big screen as a major motion
picture. Lytle writes:
After this to Lucius the night grew vague, except that his head got light

as a

gourd and the jug, as the evening wore, seemed to float by. He remembered
Jeffs exultant, flushed face, his eye winking, and did they or did he only think
they ran into the woods, their arms entwined, shouting? There came the moment
when the world turned over and, afterwards, his fine feeling into soddenness.
He fell asleep somewhere and later, in that inner time of sleep, sensed the
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warmth and the body weight against him; and then, in a dream plunging
downward through the green light ofa basin, as heavy now as water, he lost his
breath and felt his throat, swelling and choking. He plunged upwards into
consciousness, half turned to the form beside him. He felt the hard ground, his
neck in a rigid embrace he was struggling to release. The arm gave, Jeff
dropped it to his side, snorted and turned over, throwing his hands out before the
night as if to shield him from some hurt.(48)
The wink by Jeff, as well as the entwined arms and involvement of alcohol all cast doubt on
the platonic nature of Lucius' and Jeffs actions, especially not after Lucius wakes up in the
“rigid embrace” of Jeffs arm. Even the word,“embrace,” would seem to cast this passage in
a homoerotic light. The sentence could have read, “his neck in a rigid grip” or some other
permutation, but choice of the word “embrace” grants their union a level ofintimacy beyond
that of an impersonal bed warmer.
Why should they have even slept together, though? Presumably they would have brought
enough covering to make a place of sleep for all, if covering was even needed. However, if it
was warm enough to sleep without a blanket, again the question arises, why the contact, why
the intimate connection of their bodies in sleep if nothing more is suggested? Likely, it is
because this passage does suggest more.
Lucius falls asleep before he feels the warmth of Jeffs body against him. It is interesting
that Lucius only then, after the contact with Jeffs body, begins to dream the dream of
plunging downwards and then upwards. The motion words chosen are very suggestive as
they can be used to describe the act of sexual intercourse, which becomes especially
suggestive when Lucius has trouble breathing and even chokes as his throat swells. Though
loss of breath and choking are suggestive in context with the motion words—either indicative
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of oral sex, or even the use of“swell” for Lucius' throat could symbolically suggest Lucius'
penis swelling.
Similar elements as the motion described by Lucius as Jeff sleeps next to him are found in
the scene were Lucius discovers Jeff and one of Ada Rutter's daughters(not the one Lucius
copulates with) in the woods on the Peaks of Laurel. Jeffs body is described as “falling” as
he penetrates the girl, and her hands as “crushed”(64). There is also “the fluttering voice,
grown to a frenzy,” which demonstrates a similar breathing problem as Lucius experiences
during the night with Jeff Just like the similarity in the exchange of gazes between Ada
Rutter/Lucius and Lucius/Jack, there is a recurring theme of breathlessness in sexual
encounters. There may be objections by some to the links found between these scenes, but
the parallels are interesting, especially given the homoerotic details ofthe scene with Jack
earlier.
Lytle also portrays Lucius' obsession with Jeffs sexuality. Following his encounter with
Jeff in the woods, Lucius spends his time walking through the Peaks of Laurel on errands
looking surreptitiously in the bmsh for Jeff and the girl with whom he has wandered off
Jealousy is understandable as a factor simply because Jeff is Lucius' best friend, and for now
Jeff has found another playmate. However, the amount of time that Lucius spends thinking
about Jeff, his body, his ability to handle sex, and the superiority of Jeffs manhood to his
own are telling. Lucius even supposes that Jeffs “easy control of it[Jeffs body]...was part of
what he liked about him”(63). Lucius' musing over Jeffs body,just as his musing over his
uncle's chest hair earlier, is suggestively homoerotic. Lucius also seems more jealous of Jeff
than of the girl he is having sex with, placing Lucius more in the position ofthe scorned lover
who envies an unfaithful mate. Together, these elements serve to further the homoerotic
relationship between Jeff and Lucius that was first strongly initiated in their first encounter in
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the woods.
Following Lucius' sexual liaison with Ada Belle Rutter in the woods,there are no more
instances, such as the one with Jeff above, where we see Lucius in an erotic encounter with
another man. This does not mean that Lucius no longer specularizes and fetishizes the
masculine or that the queer currents simply cease in The Velvet Horn after Lucius' tryst with
Jeff in the woods. Instead the text remains just as phallo- and androcentric as ever.
However,just as the autoerotic expressions of Lucius' sexuality dissolved into homoerotic
ones towards his Uncle Jack and best friend Jeff(and to a degree Joe Cree, Lucius'own
father), Lucius' sexual expressions cease to be homoerotic and become heterosexual in
nature. However, the presence of these heterosexual actions does not mean that Lucius, like
the proverbial leopard, has changed his spots or that the queer energy has in any way left him.
Instead heterosexuality for Lucius is a form of homosexuality in that he assumes the fullness
of his masculine role. Luce Irigray argues that women often provide a bond between men
that she views as homosexual. However, for now we should investigate the final stages of
Lucius' sexual development and attempt to understand the maturity of his homosexual
expression.
Lucius, in his autoerotic stage, began to fetishize and specularize his Uncle Jack and best
friend Jeff sexually. In the heterosexual stage, he achieves the purpose of this fetishization,
specularization, and sexual idolatry. Lucius reaches the epitome of his sexual manhood and
adopts the heterosexual role, having fed on the masculine images of Jeff and Uncle Jack until
they express themselves in Lucius fully. The Velvet Horn is a bildungsroman, a coming of
age, and so Lucius comes of age sexually as he becomes comfortable with heterosexual
expression. This is evidenced by his comfortable ongoing relationship with Ada Belle Rutter
(291 -92), and by the fact that he begins to fit into the sexual mold prescribed by the society in
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which he lives. Instead of specularizing and fetishizing his Uncle Jack and friend Jefffor
their perceived superior traits of masculinity, Lucius can find in himselfthe fultaess of
manhood through assuming the adult male roles of sexual expression and responsibility.
Lucius has now become his Uncle Jack and friend Jeff. He is no longer the effeminate boy
in tight jeans molding his thighs

man with all but the proof’(6)—and now has his own

proof over which to specularize and fetishize.
There is a curious phrase that is found in the opening pages ofthe novel and used to
describe his Uncle Jack: “full of flesh”(6). Upon meditating on the word “flesh,” there is
obviously the biblical connotations of such a word, such as the “lusts ofthe flesh.’ Jack is
indeed a man filled with the “lusts of the flesh.” Jack is a drunkard and lecher. Thus,there is
a degree to which the phrase “full of flesh” carries a sexual overtone. This understanding of
the implied sexuality in the term “full of flesh” is even more enforced because it comes at a
time when Lucius is specularizing and fetishizing his Uncle Jack at the novel's beginning.
The term full of flesh also appears within only a few lines of where a description of Joe Cree
is given; “His [Lucius'] father, dark, erect, his every movement one of authority (6). It is
interesting that “erect,” a possible phallic reference, appears in this scene, especially given
the queer undercurrents discussed at length and this newly brought forth sexual reference to
Jack being “full of flesh.

The presence of these two terms as part of Lucius' specularization

and fetishization of Jack serve to increase the likelihood that each should be read as sexual in
nature. Thus we see the term “full offlesh” likely carries a sexual metaphor and can even be
indicative of“the erotic wish encrypted.”
This is notable because the term, in some permutation or another, appears later in the
novel. There is an incriminating appearance ofit as Lucius meditates over recent events m
his life since he has assumed the duties of his father's sawmill. In recollection, Lucius thinks,
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“Since his [Jeffs] marriage to Ruthy [Ada Belle's sister-in-law]... he [Lucius] had seen little
of his friend"(291). Lucius begins to meditate on Jeffs newfound life and remarks that “he
had ridden up there [to Jeffs home] a couple of Saturdays, to find Jeff rather formal. And he
looked fleshier and older, a family man settled out of any memory of his youth”(291). The
word “fleshier” is of special interest here. Though it may not be precisely the same form, I
would argue that the impact and meaning is the same. We also see that Jeff has matured past
his youthfulness and settled into his role both sexually and responsibly as an adult man, a
thing that Lucius is well into the process of doing himself Jeff has become a mature man
settled into the appropriate sexual role he is expected to fulfill. While the reader may no
longer see Lucius in encounters (such as Lucius and Jeff in the woods) where there is
possibly homosexual activity, I would argue that the use of the term “fleshier,” with its
sexualized connotations from earlier in the novel, demonstrates that Lucius still desires his
old friend.
I am not arguing that Lucius has “changed” sexual orientations. Instead, for Lucius,
expressing himself heterosexually is the ultimate culmination of expressing himself
homosexually. Thus the homoerotic has never left Lucius and it is normal that he would
admire Jeff sexually. Supporting this is the way that these newfound roles express
themselves: formal distance that must be kept between the friends due to the women, who
made all the difference” as Lucius was a “bachelor”(292). This distance is necessary, as
both Lucius and Jeff are entering into the roles of adult male sexuality, and with it comes the
responsibility that society requires. Instead of close friends running arm in arm into the
woods to ultimately fall asleep in each others arms, the two must now keep a formal distance
due to their social roles and responsibilities. Although Jeff adopts this new level of social
responsibility, Lucius has yet another reason to specularize him—Jeff has become like
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Lucius' Uncle Jack or his father Joe Cree, a responsible, virile, family man. While Lucius is
on his way to this role himself, he is not fiilly there yet, and so Jack's family-man status is
something that Lucius covets sexually to fulfill his role in the masculine.
Further evidence for Lucius continuing to specularize Jeff at this later point in the novel is
the longing that Lucius continues to experience for Jeff. Though it is not immediately
apparent on the surface, something about the text here makes Lucius long for the intimacy
and friendship he and Jeff experienced in their earlier days. I suspect it is because of the
emphasis in Lucius' thoughts of Jeffs formality and the thought,“for when he and Jeff parted
[the last time] he knew it was forever, out of respect for Jeff he stayed away”(292). In
addition Lucius knew their formality was “because of the women.” This male homosocial
bonding is evidence that “the erotic wish encrypted” of Michael Moon is still quite alive and
well in the latter parts of The Velvet Horn and that the queer currents continue throughout the
work.
The ultimate act signifying Lucius' ascension to adult male sexuality has nothing to do
with sexual expression, but rather sexual responsibility. Upon learning that he is a bastard,
Lucius prepares to leave his area forever in search of new opportunities. A flood prevents
this and he must spend the night at Ada Rutter's, where he learns that Ada Belle is pregnant
and preparing to marry Luke Nobles. Lucius, upon seeing Ada Belle herself shortly
thereafter reasons that he will marry her and raise his own son. Here we see Lucius assuming
his final responsibilities as a straight male bom out of his initial homoerotic desires to
perform such a role. These desires have induced in Lucius resulting in the image of manhood
that now assumes responsibility for his own child. The only lesson in manhood remaining to
be learned is that he cannot escape his past, a lesson his Uncle Jack teaches him by lecture in
the next scene, when Lucius tells his Uncle of his plans to flee west.
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With all this evidence presented, the question arises that was asked earlier in this chapter:
how is one to address the homoerotic elements at work in Lytle's novel, and what will
become of the defining concept of this novel: man seeking pre-lapsarian wholeness through
union with the woman? One answer is that this concept cannot remain the same, because it is
evident that the main protagonist, Lucius Cree, is not seeking pre-lapsarian wholeness
through only the female, if indeed he is seeking it at all. Lucius is not even seeking the
feminine, the seemingly “natural” counter-part to the masculine. Agrarians and critics readily
construct the heterosexist frame which limits interpretations of The Velvet Horn. But I see
Lucius'journey as one in which he searches for the male, for tme masculinity, a journey by
which he seeks to affirm his identity as a man in the social structure ofsociety, but also as a
homosocially and even homoerotically marked man.
This interpretation, then, does not eliminate entirely Lucius'journey as a heterosexual
initiation, but it asks readers to see that the initiation ritual is not so neatly defined in terms of
the man seeking paradise, original pre-lapsarian bliss through the female. Lucius is instead
discovering his own role fully in the universe. His identity is also defined through his
relationships with other men, as his heterosexual interaction with women is bom primarily
out of homoerotic desire.
Thus Lucius is initiated into the society that Luce Irigray discusses in “Women on the
Market,” which is a hom(m)o-sexual one, one in which man has relations with and exclusive
to himself, treating woman as commodity and currency. Irigray writes,
The use of and traffic in women subtend and uphold the reign of masculine
hom(m)o-sexuality, even while they maintain that hom(m)o-sexuality in
speculations, mirror games, identifications, and more or less rivalrous
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appropriations, which defer its real practice. Reigning everywhere, although
prohibited in practice, hom(m)o-sexuality is played out through the bodies of
women, matter, or sign, and heterosexuality has been up to now just an alibi for
the smooth workings of man's relations with himself, of relations among men.
(800)
The relationships of men in The Velvet Horn then are hom(m)osexual. Lucius uses Ada
Belle as only a tool by which to achieve his goal, masculinity, and with which to enter into
“right” relationship (as far as mores are concerned) with his fellow men, whom he covets
sexually. Male sexuality is the dominant force driving the novel. It is not the unification of
the whole, man and woman rejoined in their sexualities in the Garden of Eden, but masculine
sexuality coveting itself and using the feminine. Clearly Lytle subordinates feminine desire to
the masculine. This is ironic, for in this arrangement the andro-centric society of The Velvet
Horn has achieved what it has always feared: homosexual relationship.
The Velvet Horn is a good candidate for a queer reading if only for the relationships,
which are often exclusively “hom(m)o-sexual.” Examples come from relationships between
several characters in the novel. Julia's body is not necessarily respected out oflove by her
brothers or a latent sexual attraction of them towards her. The incest taboo, according to
Irigray, is bom out of the profitability of women. As evidence of this, the Cropleigh brother's
first action after Julia's indiscretion is to marry her to her cousin, Joe Cree, covering her
moral slip and saving her marriageability, which thus saves their land and financial future as
Joe Cree takes on the responsibility of providing for Julia, continuing on the family, and
redeeming the family lands.
The only true heterosexual action that is not, in some way, indicative of a hom(m)o-sexual
society is provided by Duncan, who rapes his sister in a mad fury to keep her. There is no
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transaction between men involved in this instance. Due to financial transactions, both Joe
Cree and Pete Legrand's are homosexual in some degree. Julia marries Joe Cree when forced
because of her family’s financial conditions, and the arrangement of Joe Cree and Julia's
wedding is not handled by them, but by Cree, who purchases Julia for himself fi-om her
brothers by agreeing to turn back their land. Pete Legrand is only able to marry Julia because
of the financial situation of the family, and even though Julia is now a widowed woman,the
brothers still have a say in the affair and permit it only because Legrand is the only one who
can save the family lands. Julia herself was only with Legrand initially to prevent her incest
with Duncan from being discovered, so that she might save face before her brothers and the
rule of patriarchal society that would see her as spoiled “goods”. Lucius only initially couples
with Ada Belle for the purpose of achieving his own masculinity, and even then his decision
to stay with her is to rise to his own true sense of manhood—a relation with himself, with the
idea of masculinity, a homosexual desire for the male essence pervading the novel and
depicted clearly at its beginning. In essence, apart from the incestuous union with Duncan,
there are no purely heterosexual relationships in The Velvet Horn, but all relationships are
bom out of a desire to interact with or survive in the masculine world.
The contracted relationships of Joe Cree and Pete Legrand with the Cropleigh brothers and
even Julia Cree's attempt to save herselffrom becoming “spoiled goods” demonstrate the
hom(m)o-sexual relation of society that Irigray discusses. She writes.
...all the social regimes of'History' are based upon the exploitation of one 'class'
of producers, namely, women. Whose reproductive use value (reproductive of
children and of the labor force) and whose constitution as exchange value
underwrite the symbolic order as such, without any compensation in kind going
to them for that 'work.' For such compensation would imply a double system of
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exchange, that is, a shattering of the monopolization of the proper name(and of
what it signifies as appropriate power) by father-men.(801)
An object of“exchange value,” Julia has no value in and of herself as one of the ruling
members of society. Instead, she is an object, to be bought and traded, and with which the
Cropleigh brothers will barter for the salvation of their family land and name. The brothers
support a hom(m)o-sexual society, the masculine order that rules the novel and to which
Lucius tends to pertain by making even his own union with Ada Belle hom(m)o-sexual, for it
is bom out of a desire to have relations with other men.
Not only is the autoeroticism at the beginning of the novel significant because it is actually
the beginning of the homoerotic pursuits of Lucius after his own sexuality, but because it too
tends to bust the Agrarian framework in which Lytle has been viewed. Lucius'
autoeroticism defines him as a man who does not seek unification with woman, but as an
individual concerned with his own maleness,. This may yet preserve the “Christian myth”
driving The Velvet Horn, but only if one interprets Adam as hermaphroditic before his rib
was taken and made into Eve. The problem is not even necessarily that The Velvet Horn is
interpreted as an Agrarian text, but that prior Agrarian readings have too often been repetitive
and failed to do justice to the full spectrum of sexualities present in The Velvet Horn They
have limited the interpretations available and allowed the novel and its author to fall from the
place of honor into a place of obscurity, a place from which Lytle might not arise unless the
previous theoretical limitations of interpretations are challenged. I hope that queer theory
with its fresh theoretical thoughts has brought Lytle's The Velvet Horn into new focus.
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Conclusion

The Agrarian interpreters of The Velvet Horn seem right: there is a search for the Garden
of Eden and pre-lapsarian wholeness in The Velvet Horn. However, in that Garden I would
expect that find Adam and Steve just as easily as Adam and Eve. I discern this from the male
characters' longing for sexual expression with other male characters, a motivation that seems
to drive Lucius' relationships with male characters and from the presence of“the erotic wish
encrypted” between male pairings such as Lucius/Jeff and Lucius/Jack. In this Paradise lost,
Lucius and Jeff were able to run rejoicing into the woods on the Peaks and fall fast asleep—
albeit inebriated—in each other's arms, while the terrible price of“carnal knowledge,” which
is the ultimate requirement of social responsibility upon the male, leads them to become
distant from each other for the sake of womanly virtue and to maintain the homosocial power
relations.
There is at least one scene from The Velvet Horn that I mentioned in Chapter 2. Beverly
and Duncan struggle to the death in this scene, ultimately dying in a dynamite explosion, later
told by their brother Dickie, who lost his leg in the explosion:
And yet that fuse was burning time, and then my eardmms cracked and I heard
all the waterfalls in the world come down at once, exploding in light and at the
center, in that eternal instant, Duncan and Beverly mashed together. I see them
now forever one, and yet more than one. Does it take such violence to make
perfection of what they sought in the wilderness?(213)
In Chapter 2 in response to this passage I wrote that Beverly and Duncan are said “to make
perfection” of“what they sought in the wilderness.

Perfection” can easily be seen as a

synonym for the making of a whole found in the Edenic metaphor of man and woman
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seeking pre-lapsarian wholeness through sexual intercourse.” The wilderness could be a type
of the Garden of Eden. Hence if one accepts the union of man and woman as a search for
pre-lapsarian wholeness, then what is this passage depicting? Two grown men struggle to
themselves make a whole,“make perfection,” through their union, though in this case it is in
death. I would suggest that this scene is precisely depicting a search for pre-lapsarian
wholeness in the Garden among men, something that is forbidden by the rules governing the
society. Duncan and Beverly's death in this struggle is symbolic of the ultimate death of
homosexual relations at large in the novel as the male's responsibility forces him to take on a
heterosexual role for the furtherance of society and to fulfill his obligations to it.
Some of the evidence I have set forth for a queer reading of The Velvet Horn may seem
too deep, but I must answer in the manner of Michael Moon:the erotic wish is deep, even
subterranean, and its context is not always immediately apparent. If my evidence is sound,
then a critical frame not yet used to read The Velvet Horn has been shown to be applicable: a
queer one. Hopefully this will not be the last attempt to apply this new frame or many other
new frames, so long as Lytle receives the long overdue scholarship and recognition he
deserves for the fictional masterpiece that is The Velvet Horn.
Lytle passed away roughly eleven years prior to the writing of this conclusion. It is a
shame that he did not live to see his genius fully recognized among men. However it is a
greater shame if his work is never fully realized by the scholarly community that it deserves
to be. This will come only if The Velvet Horn's potential for scholarship is fully explored by
the academic community and others. To this end have I written this thesis, and hope
sincerely that it challenges current Lytle scholarship and evokes a paradigm shift in our
reading of The Velvet Horn.
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